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ABSTRACT

This dissertation studies two important topics regarding the resiliency and the secu-

rity of cyber-physical systems (CPSs). In the first work, a self-healing graphical representa-

tion is proposed to study the contagion of failures in self-healing interdependent networks.

To this end, a graphical model representation of an interdependent cyber-physical system is

proposed, in which nodes denote various cyber or physical functionalities, and edges capture

the interactions between nodes. Then, a message-passing (belief propagation) algorithm is

applied to this representation in order to analyze network reactions to initial disruptions.

The framework is then extended to cases where the propagation of failures in the physical

network is faster than the healing responses of the cyber network. Such scenarios are of

interest in many real-life applications, such as the smart grid. As a result, it is proven that

as the number of message-passing iterations increases, the network reaches a steady-state

condition that would be either a complete healing or a complete collapse. The findings from

this analysis help network designers have a better understanding of the resiliency of CPSs.

In the second work, security measurement and the malicious node detection of au-

tonomous vehicles in intelligent transportation systems are studied. First, a simple security

model based on Bayesian defense graphs is proposed to quantitatively assess the likelihood

of threats against autonomous vehicles (AVs) in the presence of available countermeasures.

Then, a game-theoretic model is represented using a local voting-based game to detect misbe-

having neighboring vehicles in places where centrally managed stations are absent. In order

to capture the inherent uncertainty of vehicles in ephemeral vehicular networks, a Bayesian

game is used in which malicious nodes can potentially impact the result of the game. Then,

equilibria of this game are obtained to study the strategies of malicious and benign nodes in

networks. Using the analysis, the game parameters can be designed to achieve the maximum

performance of misbehavior detection in vehicular networks.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen the growth of coupling between di↵erent systems to improve

the e�ciency of networks. A well-known example of an interdependent network is a cyber-

physical system (CPS), where computational elements control physical entities. The future

smart grid, intelligent transportation systems (ITSs), distributed robotics, and medical mon-

itoring systems are all examples of CPSs. This work presents two challenges in CPSs. First,

the problem of cascading failures in a self-healing CPS is addressed by employing the concept

of belief propagation and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. To this aim, the reaction

of CPSs is analyzed against an initial failure with respect to (w.r.t.) di↵erent network pa-

rameters. Second, security measurements and the misbehavior detection in ITSs are the

focus. In particular, simple frameworks using Bayesian networks and Bayesian games are in-

troduced to measure the security of autonomous vehicles (AVs) and to detect misbehavaring

neighboring vehicles in ITSs.

A failure caused by a natural disaster or a malicious behavior could propagate from

one network to another due to interdependency between CPS networks, and might end in

massive economic and social disruptions. In 2003, a large-scale blackout in the northeastern

United States led to millions of people losing their electricity for a few days [1]. The main

cause of catastrophic failure was reported as the lack of proper training, modeling, and oper-

ations to respond to an urgent situation [2]. On the other hand, the self-healing capability of

CPS provides a valuable opportunity, whereby the overlaying cyber network can cure failures

in the underlying physical network. For instance, the tra�c control network that monitors

taxi transportation could avoid congestion by calculating the fastest routes during a given

time of the day [3]. However, the modeling and design advantages of self-healing CPSs have

been mostly overlooked in the literature, which provides the motivation for a holistic study
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on detecting failures, and then applying protective models to predict and prevent large-scale

cascading failures in CPSs.

This dissertation introduces a self-healing model for a CPS using a factor graph in

which factor nodes denote various node functionalities, and the edges capture the interactions

between nodes. Then, a belief propagation (a message-passing) algorithm is applied to study

the dynamics of failure propagation and healing in this representation. The goal here is

to investigate the resiliency of a self-healing interdependent network by understanding the

transitions and steady-state behavior of a CPS against an initial distribution. It will be

observed that a network reaches to a complete healing or a complete collapse as the number

of message-passing iterations increases. Moreover, self-healing CPSs are studied for cases

that the response of cyber nodes to failures in the physical network is delayed. Findings have

revealed the crucial importance of low processing-time delay for increasing the probability

of healing in the network. This work is comprehensively explained in Chapter 2.

The second work focuses on autonomous vehicles. Preventing accidents, saving time,

and reducing tra�c are just some advantages of autonomous vehicles that motivate many

major manufactures, such as General Motors, Ford, and Volvo, to work on them [4]. In spite

of major benefits, the safety and security of AVs are still among the main concerns. AVs

are able to perceive the environment and maneuver without human action. This requires

significant sensing and data processing that could make AVs vulnerable against cyber attacks

and cause serious issues. Hence, it is of paramount importance to use countermeasures, and

then assess provided security to study the reliability of AVs. On the other hand, vehicle-

to-vehicle (V2V) communication is a feature that helps AVs plan ahead and make better

decisions for maneuvering. However, information sharing between vehicles can be turned

into a disadvantage, if a malicious vehicle sends data. Hence, it is vital to detect hostile

vehicles on the roads, especially in places where central stations are absent.

This work addresses two problems for improving the security of future vehicles. First,

a Bayesian network (BN) is developed to measure the security of AVs w.r.t. their employed

2



countermeasures. To do so, a directed acyclic graph is created to capture the cause-and-e↵ect

relationships between the elements of anti-attack techniques. Then, using standard scoring

systems, the proposed model is evaluated to assess the security of a vulnerable component

in AVs w.r.t. available countermeasures. Second, an attempt is made to detect misbehaving

vehicles using collaboration between vehicles in places where centrally managed stations are

absent. Taking ephemeral vehicular networks into considerations, a local voting-based game

is developed to identify malicious nodes in the network. In the proposed design, proper

incentives in expected utilities with the aim of identifying malicious nodes are o↵ered to

encourage cooperation. Also, the inherent uncertainty of vehicles regarding their monitoring

systems, type of neighbors, and cost and benefit of cooperation are highlighted. In this

context, Bayesian games are applied in order to capture the interactions between benign and

malicious vehicles in the presence of uncertainties. These solutions are thoroughly described

in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.1 Message-Passing Analysis of Self-Healing Interdependent Networks

The study of interdependent networks was sparked by the seminal work of Buldyrev

et al. [5], where a simple “one-to-one” interdependence model was introduced. In this model,

the coupling between cyber nodes and physical nodes was represented by bidirectional links

between cyber and physical nodes, as shown in Figure 1.1. Based on this model, the transi-

tion phase of networks between a normal state and a large-scale collapse is analyzed using

percolation theory. Many researchers have continued extending the findings of Buldyrev et al

[5] to more realistic scenarios (a brief overview is provided in section 2.1). Among the most

important issues on the way to designing future cyber-physical systems are the following:

(i) derive an analytically tractable model that captures the key features of real-life systems

such as self-healing and contagion, and (ii) develop a framework that enables studying mul-

tiple layers of interconnected cyber and physical systems. In this work, a novel approach is

3
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of “one-to-one” interdependent model.

taken to address these issues by applying ideas inspired by error-correction coding to model,

analyze, and design CPSs.

First, a one-to-one interdependent model (Figure 1.1) introduced by Buldyrev et al.

[5] is generalized using an extended graphical model representation, where nodes denote

various cyber or physical functionalities, and edges capture the interactions between nodes.

Then, belief propagation (a message-passing algorithm), which is used in low-density parity-

check (LDPC) codes, is extended for the representation in order to study the dynamics of

failure propagation and healing. By applying a density evolution analysis to this algorithm,

network reaction to an initial disruption can be studied. It will be seen that as the number

of message-passing iterations increases, the network reaches a steady-state condition, which

would be either a complete healing or a complete collapse. To analyze the resiliency of a

self-healing interdependent network, a su�cient condition on choosing the network param-

eters to completely heal the network after an initial disturbance is further obtained. Then,

an optimization problem will be used to design cyber and physical networks for maximum

resiliency. Next, an analytical framework where the propagation of failures in the physical

network is faster than the healing responses of the cyber network will be developed. Such

scenarios are of interest in many real-life applications such as the smart grid. Finally, exten-
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sive numerical results are provided to verify the analysis and demonstrate the impact of the

network parameters on the resiliency of the network.

1.2 Security Measurements for Intelligent Transportation System

Recent developments have made autonomous vehicles closer to being seen on our high-

ways. However, their security is still a major concern among drivers as well as manufacturers.

Hence, experts have continuously sought to identify gaps towards improving the security of

AVs. Some researchers [6, 7, 8] have studied potential cyberattacks and their implications on

automated and cooperative AVs. In particular, Petit and Shladover [6] categorized threats

as high, medium, and low, based on some criteria used in the work of Stamatis [9], such

as the feasibility of attack, the probability of attack success, etc. However, these threats

against vulnerable components in AVs have not been quantitatively assessed. To do so, a

simple security model based on Bayesian defense graphs is applied, in order to measure the

likelihood of threats with respect to available countermeasures. As will be seen, di↵erent

levels of security can be obtained, depending on what anti-attack techniques are employed.

Another important challenge is to detect misbehaving vehicles, especially where cen-

trally managed stations are not present. Cooperation among vehicles has been a solution

to detect malicious vehicles. However, vehicle uncertainty about their neighbors along with

their monitoring system makes the problem di�cult. In this regard, a game-theoretic model

in a collaboration between vehicles, which captures the inherent uncertainty of vehicles about

their monitoring systems, neighboring nodes, and the outcome of cooperation, is proposed.

The goal here is to set up a approach to detect misbehavior nodes and limit malicious

activities in vehicular networks.

1.2.1 Vulnerability Assessment of AVs Using Bayesian Defense Graph

The idea of attack graphs as a powerful tool is borrowed, which has already been used

for computer network security. An attack graph is a graphical representation of all paths

through a system that end in a state where an intruder successfully exploits the system.
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Figure 1.2: Example presentation of attack graph [10].

Figure 1.2 shows an example of an attack graph. A defense graph is formed similar to an

attack graph, with the only di↵erence being that the leaf nodes are countermeasures. Here,

a Bayesian defense graph is applied to measure the security of vulnerable components in

AVs. The results provide a belief about the degree of a vehicle’s security, depending on

available countermeasures. In a case study, the model and analysis for global positioning

system (GPS) spoofing attacks are used to demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of the proposed

approach for a highly vulnerable component in an AV.

1.2.2 Cooperative Misbehavior Detection in Vehicular Networks

Game theory provides a powerful tool to analyze interactions between benign and

malicious nodes in a network. In order to improve network performance, cooperation among

vehicles can be utilized in places where road side units (RSUs) are not present. The local

voting-based game is a cooperating method that can be employed to detect misbehavior

vehicles in vehicular networks. Here, each node in a neighborhood sequentially broadcasts

its votes w.r.t. an accused node (target node) with the aim of detecting faulty nodes.

This voting game has been previously studied [11, 12, 13] to recognize malicious nodes and

then temporarily evict them from the network. In these works, however, the uncertainty of

vehicles, which is a major issue in AVs, has not been considered. Here, inspired by the voting
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game, a game-theoretic model that captures the inherent uncertainty of vehicles about their

monitoring systems, neighboring nodes, and the outcome of cooperation is proposed. In

particular, one stage of a local voting-based game for identifying a target node is developed

using a Bayesian game, while considering incomplete information of benign and malicious

vehicles.

In order to analyze the proposed model and obtain equilibrium points, the expected

utilities (payo↵s) of malicious and benign nodes have been accurately designed based on

critical features. One feature that greatly impacts the result of a cooperation is the selfishness

of participants. Nodes might abstain from a collaboration while they benefit from its results,

without making any contributions. These are known as free riders. By o↵ering incentives

in node payo↵s, this problem can be addressed with the aim of increasing benign node

participation. However, rewards should be adjusted according to the value of a contribution,

which prevents nodes from abusing the benefit scheme by pointless participation. After

designing payo↵s, the model is analyzed using a pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium

(BNE) and a mixed-strategy BNE to better understand the behavior of malicious and benign

nodes in the network.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 studies the proposed

self-healing interdependent network, where cyber nodes can heal failed physical nodes [14].

In particular, borrowing the concept of factor graphs, it will be shown how to apply a

message-passing algorithm on a graphical representation to obtain steady-state behavior of

a self-healing CPS [15]. Moreover, cases where propagation of failure in the physical network

is faster than the healing response of the cyber network are studied in this chapter [16].

Chapter 3 is devoted to security measurements of autonomous vehicles using a Bayesian

defense graph. A vehicle obtains a trustworthiness belief regarding its received signals,

depending on what anti-attack techniques are being employed [17]. Chapter 4 considers the

7



uncertainties of vehicles in cooperation among vehicles, with the aim of detecting malicious

nodes. In particular, a Bayesian game based on a local-voting game is developed to face those

uncertainties in vehicles for misbehavior detection in ephemeral networks [18, 19]. Chapter 5

is devoted for future work wherein learning methods can be applied for the security of CPSs.

1.4 Publication

Below is a list of publications based on this dissertation.

1. A. Behfarnia and A. Eslami, “Misbehavior Detection in Ephemeral Networks: Local
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2019.

2. A. Behfarnia and A. Eslami, “Local Voting Games for Misbehavior Detection in VANETs

in Presence of Uncertainty,” in proc. IEEE 57 th Annual Allerton Conference on Com-

munication, Control, and Computing (Allerton), Monticello, IL, Sep. 2019.

3. A. Behfarnia and A. Eslami, “Risk Assessment of Autonomous Vehicles Using Bayesian

Defense Graphs,” in proc. IEEE 88th Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC-Fall),

Chicago, IL, Aug. 2018.

4. A. Behfarnia and A. Eslami, ”Error Correction Coding Meets Cyber-Physical Systems:

Message-Passing Analysis of Self-Healing Interdependent Networks,” IEEE Transac-

tions on Communications, vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 2753-2768, July 2017.

5. A. Behfarnia and A. Eslami,” Dynamics and Steady-State Behavior of Self-Healing

Cyber-Physical Networks in Light of Cyber-Node Delays,” in proc. IEEE Globecom

Workshops, Washington DC, Dec. 2016, pp. 1-6.

6. A. Behfarnia and A. Eslami, ”Message Passing for Analysis and Resilient Design of Self-

Healing Inter-Dependent Cyber-Physical Networks,” in proc. 25th IEEE International

Conference on Computer Communication and Networks (ICCCN), Waikoloa, HI, Aug.

2016, pp. 1-6.
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CHAPTER 2

MESSAGE-PASSING ANALYSIS OF SELF-HEALING INTERDEPENDENT

NETWORKS

Coupling cyber and physical systems gives rise to numerous engineering challenges

and opportunities. An important challenge is the contagion of failure from one system to

another, which can lead to large-scale cascading failures. However, the self-healing ability

emerges as a valuable opportunity where the overlaying cyber network can cure failures in the

underlying physical network. To capture both self-healing and contagion, this work considers

a graphical model representation of an interdependent cyber-physical system, in which nodes

represent various cyber or physical functionalities, and edges capture the interactions between

the nodes. A message-passing algorithm is proposed for this representation to study the

dynamics of failure propagation and healing. By conducting a density evolution analysis for

this algorithm, network reaction to initial disruptions is investigated. It is proved that as the

number of message-passing iterations increases, the network reaches a steady-state condition

that would be either a complete healing or a complete collapse. Then, a su�cient condition

is derived to select the network parameters to guarantee the complete healing of the system.

The result of the density evolution analysis is further employed to jointly optimize the design

of cyber and physical networks for maximum resiliency. This analytical framework is then

extended to the cases where propagation of failures in the physical network is faster than

the healing responses of the cyber network. Such scenarios are of interest in many real-life

applications such as smart grid. Finally, extensive numerical results are presented to verify

the analysis and investigate the impact of the network parameters on the resiliency of the

network.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 provides a brief overview

of the related work. Section 2.2 provides a brief introduction to the use of message passing

and density evolution in graphical models, particularly factor graphs. Section 2.3 starts the
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analysis by applying a message passing algorithm to a simple self healing one-to-one network

inspired by Buldyrev’s model. Then, section 2.4 describes the system model, notations, and

message passing in the general CPS. Section 2.5 provides a density evolution analysis of the

proposed message-passing algorithm. This section also includes a su�cient condition for

the system to be healed, optimizing network parameters for maximum resiliency, and the

e↵ect of processing time delay in the network. Section 2.6 is devoted to extensive numerical

results, and Section 2.7 concludes this chapter.

2.1 Related Works

Several papers extended the findings of Buldyrev et al. [5] by applying percolation

theory while focusing on the size of the remaining giant component after a cascading failure.

Authors in [20] studied the percolation of failures after an attack in a one-to-one interdepen-

dent network model in which mutually dependent nodes have the same number of neighbors.

Parshani et al. [21] studied the case where only a fraction of the nodes in both networks

depend on each other, that is, some nodes in each network are not connected to the other net-

work. They proved that the reduction of coupling between networks leads to a change from a

first-order percolation phase to a second-order percolation phase. Later, a systematic strat-

egy based on betweenness was introduced [22] to select a minimum number of autonomous

nodes that guarantees a smooth transition. This reduces the fragility of the network without

losing functionality. Shao et al. [23] proposed an interdependent model, taking into account

the realistic scenarios at which a node in a network X might be supported by more than one

node in a network Y , and vice versa. In such cases, a node will continue to work as long as

at least one of its supporting nodes is still working.

Gao et al. [24] have developed an analytical framework for studying the robustness of

tree-like n interdependent networks. They found that for any n � 2 (for Erdös-Rényi, random

regular, and scale-free graphs), cascading failure appears, and transition becomes a first-order

compared to a second-order transition. A “regular allocation” algorithm was proposed in [25]
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to allocate the same number of interlinks to each node. Authors proved that such allocation is

optimal for a network with an unknown topology, and that employing bidirectional interlinks

instead of unidirectional ones leads to better robustness. In a di↵erent line of work, several

authors [26], [27] studied the influence of active small clusters appearing after an attack

on the whole network performance. In particular, they obtained an upper bound for the

fraction of operating active small clusters after a cascading failure. Shahrivar et al. [28]

studied the resilience of random interdependent networks through algebraic connectivity.

They obtained a threshold for r-robustness, which is the same as that required for the graph

to have a minimum degree r.

A number of works [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] have been devoted to self-healing single-

layer networks. Several authors [31, 30] studied the concept of self-healing networks through

distributed communication protocols that set up new links to recover the system connection.

In particular, Quattrociocchi et al. [31] evaluated the performance of redundant links in

small-world networks against link failures. Through small-world topologies, they found that

some long-range connections could greatly increase the resiliency of the network. Liu et al.

[32] investigated the e↵ect of restoration time and resources to study the cascading overload

failure in homogeneous (e.g., Erdös-Rényi) and heterogeneous (e.g., scale-free) networks. For

an SIS-type epidemic process, Drakoloulos et al. [33] achieved a lower bound on the optimal

expected extinction time. This bound was obtained as a function of curing budget, maximum

degree of each node, and epidemic parameters. Besides, many real-time technologies in

realistic networks that support the realization of self-healing methods have been developed.

For example, Li et al. [34] developed an optimization problem for a protection strategy (e.g.,

switching transmission line) in a critical infrastructure (e.g., power grids).

A few works [35, 36] have recently studied self-healing multi-layer networks. Stip-

pinger et. al [35] introduced a healing strategy for an interdependent network based on the

formation of new links. By applying recovering links after failures, they found that the in-

crease in resiliency of an interdependent network has power-law scaling with the probability
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of healing. They also showed that it is possible to suppress the cascading failure by keeping

the healing probability above a critical value. Majdandzic et al. [36] developed a phase dia-

gram for multi-layer networks to find an optimal repairing strategy in damaged interacting

systems.

Our work is concerned with the study of failure, the evolution of failure, and the

recovery process in a CPS. The main di↵erences between this work and the above literature

are as follows: i) we apply, for the first time, a message-passing analysis to study the dynamics

of failure propagation and healing in a cyber-physical system, ii) we obtain a closed-form

equation for the evolution of failure in a self-healing interdependent network, iii) we develop

a closed-form equation for the evolution of failure in the presence of time delay for recovering

nodes in a self-healing interdependent network, and iv) we derive a su�cient condition for a

self-healing cyber-physical system that prevents cascading failure in the network. In all the

above, we exploit techniques from coding theory to analyze network resiliency.

2.2 Message Passing and Density Evolution in Graphical Models

This section provides a background on message passing in factor graphs, which is

required to understand the analysis in this work. We start with a brief introduction to

factor graphs and their message passing. We then explain message passing in the simple

example of LDPC decoding, followed by a description of density evolution as it is done in

codes on graphs. Finally, we present the similarities and di↵erences between codes on graphs

and CPSs in their factor graphs, message passing, and density evolution.

2.2.1 Factor Graphs

A factor graph could be defined as a bipartite graph that expresses the factorization

of a function. To explain this, let g(x1, x2, ..., xn) be a function that could be factored into

product of several local functions, each having a subset of all variables, {x1, x2, ..., xn}. So,
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Figure 2.1: A factor graph for the product f1(x1, x2)f2(x2)f3(x1, x3)f4(x2, x4)f5(x3, x5).

we have

g(x1, x2, ..., xn) =
Y

k2K

fk(Xk) (2.1)

where K is a discrete index set, Xk is a subset of {x1, x2, ..., xn}, and fk(Xk) is a func-

tion with the elements of Xk as arguments. A factor node denotes a local function fk, a

variable node denotes each variable xk, and an edge exists between variable node xk and

factor node fk if and only if xk is an argument of fk. Figure 2.2.1 shows an example of a

function, g(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5), on a bipartite graph that can be obtained as the product of

f1(x1, x2)f2(x2)f3(x1, x3)f4(x2, x4)f5(x3, x5).

A popular message-passing algorithm on factor graphs is the sum-product message-

passing algorithm, also known as belief propagation, which computes all marginals of the

individual variables of the function. Computation of a marginal function begins with the

leaves of a factor graph. Each leaf variable node and leaf factor node send “belief” messages

to their parents. A variable node simply sends the product of all received messages as its

belief, while a factor node with parent x calculates the product of all received messages

from its children, and then operates on the result with a sum over all its variables except

x,
P

⇠{x}, to send its belief. It is worth noting that the role of parents and children nodes

are temporary, and it would be variant for di↵erent marginalized parameters. To obtain

a mathematical expression for the message-passing algorithm, let n(y) denote a set of all

neighbors of a node y, µf!x(x) represents a message sent from a factor node, f , to a variable

node, x, and µx!f (x) shows the message sent from node x to f . Then, as illustrated in
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µk2!x(x)
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Figure 2.2: A part of factor graph, showing the update rules of sum-product message-passing
algorithm.

Figure 2.2.1, the sum-product message-passing algorithm can be written as follows [37]:

µx!f (x) =
Y

k2n(x)\{f}

µ k!x(x) (2.2)

µ f!x(x) =
X

⇠{x}

✓
f(X)

Y

z 2n(f)\{x}

µ z!f (z)

◆
. (2.3)

For example, g(x4) can be obtained as follows:

g(x4) = µf4!x4(x4) (2.4)

where,

µf4!x4(x4) =
X

{x2}

f4(x2, x4) µx2!f4(x4) (2.5)

µx2!f4(x4) = µf2!x2(x2) µf1!x2(x2). (2.6)

2.2.2 Message Passing in Codes on Graphs

Message passing has been successfully employed in the decoding of codes on graphs.

Here we explain the message-passing decoding of LDPC codes with a simple example. Figure

2.3 shows part of the Tanner graph of an LDPC code, where the circles and squares represent,

respectively, variable nodes and check nodes. The variable nodes correspond to the symbols
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Figure 2.3: One iteration of message passing in LDPC codes over binary erasure channel.

received from the channel, i.e., channel outputs. In this particular example, we assumed a

binary erasure channel (BEC) where the channel outputs are either received correctly or are

unknown. In a BEC, there is no bit flip from 0 to 1, or vice versa. The functionality of a

check node is to do a check-sum on the values of its variable nodes and ensure that they add

up (in modulo 2) to zero.

The goal of the decoder is to determine the correct values of the unknown bits after

multiple rounds of message passing between the variable and check nodes. As shown in Figure

2.3, there is one unknown bit (variable node) at the channel output. At the beginning of

each iteration, every variable node vj sends its value to all of its neighboring check nodes, as

shown in Figure 2.3 (a). Every check node ci then derives what it believes about the value

of each of its neighboring variable nodes, and sends the information back to each of them as

a message. To derive this value for vj, ci uses the messages received from all of its variable

nodes, excluding vj. If one or more of these messages are ✏ (erasure), then ci cannot be of

help to vj at this round and therefore sends an ✏ to vj. Otherwise, if all of these messages

are either 0 or 1, then ci takes their check-sum and sends the result to vj as what it believes

vj should be. An example of messages sent from check nodes to variable nodes is shown

in Figure 2.3(b). The last two steps are repeated until the values of all variable nodes are

derived, or a certain number of iterations is reached.
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2.2.3 Density Evolution in Codes on Graphs

For the message-passing decoding of codes on graphs on general memoryless channels,

messages between variable nodes and check nodes are often defined as log-likelihood ratios

(LLRs) of probabilities that a given bit is “1” or “0”. Since LLRs are often continuous

variables, the probability of a message for a specific value of LLR can be described by a

probability density function (pdf). Tracking the evolution of this pdf in a message-passing

decoder is called density evolution (DE) and can reveal the performance of the decoder.

While DE is typically used for channels like binary additive white gaussian noise channel

(BIAWGNC) with continuous LLRs, this term can also be employed to study the evolution

of erasures in BEC channels where LLRs are discrete. In this case, DE keeps track of the

density of erasure messages (✏) to analyze the performance of the decoding algorithm. For

this, let pi denote the probability of ✏ message from a variable node to a check node, and let

qi denote the probability of ✏ from a check node to a variable node, both in the i -th iteration

of message passing in Figure 2.3. The probability of ✏ message on the (i+1 )-th iteration of

message passing from a variable node with degree d, say vj, to a check node, say ct, can be

written as pi+1 = pi q
d�1
i under the independence assumption [38]. This equation is actually

obtained using equation (2). The term qd�1
i accounts for all received messages to vj except

ct (to avoid positive feedback) which is going to receive a message
Q

k2n(x)\{f} µ k!x(x). It

was proved in [38] that the decoding algorithm is successful if the inequality pi+1 < pi holds

for every i � 0.

The recursive equation above is referred to as “density evolution equation”, and was

obtained for message passing in LDPC codes over a BEC. Similar equations can be derived

for message-passing algorithm over other channels and for other types of codes on graphs

(see [39, 40, 41]). In this work, we apply the density evolution analysis to the factor graph

of CPSs, and derive the density evolution equation for them.

2.2.4 Codes on Graphs vs. Cyber-Physical Systems
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There are a few similarities and di↵erences between codes on graphs and cyber-

physical systems in the structure of their factor graphs and properties of messages. In codes,

factor nodes check/correct variable nodes; in CPSs, cyber nodes can heal physical nodes.

Similar to the codes, there are two types of nodes in a CPS, and their interactions can be

captured through messages exchanged between them. However, some di↵erences between

the two applications can be recognized as follows.

1. In codes on graphs, unknown (damaged) variable nodes cannot a↵ect the functionality

of the check nodes. In other words, failure cannot propagate from variable nodes to

check nodes. On the other hand, in cyber-physical systems, failure of the physical

components could cause a failure in the cyber network, and vice versa [42].

2. Factor nodes in a CPS factor graph may assume a more complicated functionality than

in codes on graphs. Also, the delivery of the messages in a CPS may not be guaranteed.

These result in a di↵erent message structure and, probably, a more complicated density

evolution equation.

3. The Tanner graph of a code is a bipartite graph in which every edge connects a check

node to a variable node. In other words, there are no edges connecting the variable

nodes or check nodes. In a CPS, however, both of the cyber and physical systems are

connected networks. Hence, a physical (cyber) node can directly a↵ect the operation

of other physical (cyber) nodes.

In this chapter, we show how message passing can be applied to CPSs despite these

di↵erences. The first two di↵erences can be addressed by appropriately defining the messages,

and physical and cyber node functions, while accounting for imperfect message passing. This

will be presented in sections 2.4 and 2.5. The last di↵erence can be addressed using a rather

standard approach, i.e., by adding virtual check nodes to the CPS factor graph. This will

be presented in details in the proof of Theorem 2 in section 2.5. To provide intuition into

our approach, we start by considering a slightly modified version of Buldyrev et al.’s “one-
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to-one” network [42]. We will then extend our analysis to more general cases of CPSs and

include cyber-node time delays.

2.3 Message Passing over a Self-Healing One-to-One Model

Buldyrev et al. [42] introduced a simple “one-to-one” model that yields important

insight into studying interdependent networks. In this model, it is assumed that two net-

works, say A and B, have the same number of nodes, N. The state (failed or alive) of a node

in network A directly depends on the state of the

corresponding node in network B. Figure 2.4 shows such a one-to-one model of a

cyber-physical network. There will be an initial attack on the physical network failing each

physical node with a probability ✏. Failures then propagate, not through the physical network

but from the physical nodes to the cyber nodes and then through the cyber network. A cyber

node with only failed cyber neighbors will fail, hence failing its underlying physical node.

As time passes and failure propagates between the two networks after several iterations, a

catastrophic cascade of failures may occur.

In the model of Buldyrev et al., if a physical node fails, then the corresponding cyber

node will also be lost, and there is no healing capability for either physical or cyber nodes.

We slightly modify this model to consider a healing ability for cyber nodes. We assume that

a cyber node that is not isolated from the cyber network can heal its failed physical node.

That is, a cyber node with at least one healthy cyber neighbor still has access to the cyber

network’s data and can heal its physical node.

We capture the propagation of failure and healing between the nodes as defection

(D) and healing (H) messages exchanged between them, and apply message-passing analysis

tools to study the evolution of the cascade in this interdependent network. We may look

at this evolution within one (any) iteration, and see how the failure probability changes for

physical nodes. If this probability increases at the end of the iteration, then a cascade will

occur, and if it decreases at the end the iteration, then the network will heal completely.
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Let us consider the first iteration after the initial attack. Each physical node is failed at the

beginning with probability ✏. Let y denote the probability of a D message from a physical

node to its cyber neighbor. Thus,

y = ✏. (2.7)

A cyber node with a failed physical node sends D messages to all its cyber neighbors reporting

that it has lost its physical connection. Denote the probability of this event by w. Since

each cyber node is connected to only one physical node,

w = y = ✏. (2.8)

A cyber node with only failed cyber neighbors sends a D message to its physical node;

otherwise, it sends an H message healing the physical node. If we denote the probability of

the former (sending a D message to the physical node) by u, then

u = ⇢(w) = ⇢(✏),where ⇢(z) =
X

i�1

⇢iz
i (2.9)

is the degree distribution of the cyber nodes, and
P

i�1 ⇢i = 1. Here, ⇢i is the fraction of

cyber nodes with i cyber neighbors. Let us denote the probability of a physical node failure

by x:

x = Pr

⇢
Receiving a D message from the cyber node

�
(2.10)

Also, assume that xl represents the l-th iteration of message passing. Now, we are at the

end of the first iteration and x1 can be written as:

x1 = u = ⇢(✏). (2.11)
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of “One-to-one” interdependent model.

Note that for 0  ✏ < 1,

x1 = ⇢(✏) =
X

i�1

⇢i✏
i <

X

i�1

⇢i✏ = ✏. (2.12)

Therefore, at the end of the first iteration, the probability of failure for a physical node

decreases. The same analysis as above can be carried out for any iteration l. If we denote

the physical node failures at the beginning of iterations l and l+1 by xl and xl+1, respectively,

then

xl+1 < xl, (2.13)

which means that our simple (and somewhat intuitive) healing rule for the Buldyrev et al.

network will always lead to its complete healing. This of course will not be the case for

more complicated network models with complex contagion and healing rules. However, the

message-passing approach used in this section can be generalized to develop a framework for

studying such cases. The rest of this work is dedicated to this task. Section 2.4 sets up the
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network model and formulates the message-passing problem for the general case. Section 2.5

then generalizes the technique used here by applying a density evolution analysis to study

the dynamics of the cascade in the network.

2.4 Problem Formulation and Modeling

This section presents a graphical model for studying message passing in cyber-physical

systems. First, we explain our network model for both physical and cyber networks. Then, we

describe our models for the initial disturbance, healing, and contagion within each network

and between the two networks. Finally, we explain how our modeling framework can be

applied, in an abstract level, to a network of autonomous cars as an example of cyber-

physical systems.

2.4.1 Network Model

For our analysis, we consider random networks with given degree distributions as

models of cyber and physical networks. This enables us to model random networks with

arbitrary degree distributions such as scale-free networks with a power law degree distribution

[43], and Erdős-Rényi random graphs with a Bernoulli degree distribution [44]. We define

cyber (physical) degree of a node as the number of nodes in the cyber (physical) network

connected to the node. In a similar fashion to codes on graphs, we use polynomials to

represent the degree distributions of the networks:

⇢(z) =
X

i�1

⇢iz
i, and �(z) =

X

i�1

�iz
i (2.14)

denote the degree distributions of the cyber and physical networks, respectively, where ⇢i is

the fraction of cyber nodes with cyber degree i, and �i is the fraction of physical nodes with

physical degree i.

To capture the interconnections between the two networks, two more polynomials are

needed: one for the physical degree distribution of cyber nodes, and one for the cyber degree

distribution of physical nodes. However, in order to simplify the presentation of results, we
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assume that each cyber node controls a physical nodes, while each physical node is connected

to one cyber node. The analysis for the general case of degree distributions could be carried

out along the same lines as the analysis in this work.

2.4.2 Initial Disturbance, Contagion, and Healing

Here, we explain our models for the initial disturbance, contagion within each sys-

tem and between the two, and healing of the physical system by the cyber system. Our

methodology, however, could be extended to a wide range of models.

• Initial disturbance: We assume that each physical node initially fails with a small

probability ✏, where ✏ ⌧ 1, independently from other nodes. In this work, we only

consider initial disturbance for the physical network. The analysis for the case of a

cyber attack could be conducted in a similar fashion.

• Contagion within physical network: After being defected, a physical node may

defect each of its neighbors with probability p. This probabilistic model is commonly

used in the literature for a range of applications [45].

• Healing of physical nodes: A cyber node heals a physical node if that physical node

is its only defected physical neighbor. An example of this could be a control center

that has all measurements but one from the power grid, so it must derive the phase or

voltage value for the remaining component.

• Contagion from physical to cyber system: A cyber node with no functioning

physical neighbor will go out of service. An example could be an internet server that

looses its power supply in a power outage.

• Contagion within cyber system: If all cyber neighbors of a cyber node are out

of service, then the cyber node itself will go out of service. An example could be an

internet server whose neighboring servers have all been disconnected from the network.
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Figure 2.5: Example of messages exchanged in cyber-physical system.

2.4.3 Message Passing in Cyber-Physical Systems

In our model, the interactions between nodes are represented by messages. Accord-

ingly, all sorts of contagions and the healing process scenarios explained above could be

interpreted in a message-passing framework as follows:

1. Defection (D) message:

• A defected physical node sends a defection message D to its cyber neighbors with

the probability of y. It also sends a message D to each of its physical neighbors

with probability p.

• A defected cyber node sends a D-message to its cyber and physical neighbors with

the probability of w.

• A functioning cyber node that cannot heal a physical node sends a D-message to

that node with the probability of w.

2. Healing (H) message: A cyber node that is able to heal a physical node sends a healing

message H to that node.

Defining the messages as above, shown in Figure 2.5, addresses the first two di↵erences listed

in Section 2.2 between codes on graphs and CPSs. Note that these messages are introduced to
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capture the interactions in the CPS, while they may not be actually exchanged between the

nodes in the underlying networks. On the other hand, it is also possible that the messages do

not arrive at the destinations due to imperfections of lines/channels in a real CPS. To address

this point, we consider “missing probabilities” for the messages. The probability of missing

messages exchanged within the physical network, within the cyber network, and between the

physical and cyber networks is represented by Pmp, Pmc, and Pmi, respectively. The value of

these parameters may vary between 0 and 1 according to the underlying application.

2.4.4 Autonomous Cars

Recent advances in signal processing, communications, network monitoring, and con-

trol systems pave the way to the next generation of vehicles, such as autonomous cars. Au-

tonomous cars have attracted investments from many companies such as Wayco (formerly

known as the Google self-driving car), motivated by improved pollution control, ease of use,

and safety. A self-driving car requires five basic functions in order to drive autonomously:

localization, perception, planning, vehicle control, and system management [46, 47]. The

localization function finds the estimated position of the vehicle based on GPS, and the per-

ception function obtains the information of the surrounding environment using car sensors.

Through this gathered information, the planning function provides the maneuvers of the

self-driving car. The vehicle control function applies commands of the planning function by

accelerating, braking, and steering the car. Finally, the system management function pro-

vides the supervision of self-driving cars. While the first four functions operate the physical

aspects of the driverless car, the system management function forms a new network layer,

called the vehicular cloud, which maintains smooth tra�c flow on roads through e↵ective

communication and distributed processing [48]. Hence, a CPS could be defined with the

vehicular cloud as the cyber network and autonomous cars as the physical network. The

message-passing framework introduced earlier in this section could then be applied to study

the operation of this CPS as follows:
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• Initial disturbance: Each autonomous car could fail due to any abnormality in the

vehicle operation, from an engine problem to an unexpected speed or direction, as

shown in Figure 2.6.

• Contagion within physical network: Failure in an autonomous car could cause

problems for neighboring cars. The failure could be healed by the supervising cyber

nodes or it could result in cascading failure in the network [49].

• Healing of physical nodes: Supervisors in the cyber network have access to essential

data and services, from typical autonomous car measurements in the region to routes

to service centers. The cyber node could use these services to help the autonomous car

by the following: i) reporting a command to the planning function of the autonomous

car in order to update the vehicle control or sending it to the nearest service center, or

ii) providing an alarm to the passengers of the car to take appropriate action against

the failure.

• Contagion from physical to cyber system: If some physical nodes send the wrong

measurements of their status on roads, then the supervising cyber node may improperly

perceive the situation.

• Contagion within cyber system: False information in a cyber node would lead to

sending wrong information to other cyber nodes.

2.5 Density Evolution Analysis of Cyber-Physical Systems

In order to study the impact of an initial disruption, we keep track of D and H

messages by employing density evolution. Recall the example of Figure 2.3 where variable

and check nodes exchanged messages with values 0, 1, or ✏ in consecutive iterations. Density

evolution tracks the density of D messages (e.g., ✏) as the number of iterations grows. This

density is defined as the fraction of D messages among all messages exchanged between the

variable nodes and check nodes at each iteration. The message-passing algorithm of Section
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of autonomous cars’ message- passing to avoid congestion and failure
propagation.

2.2 is able to fix all damaged variable nodes, if and only if the density of D messages converges

to 0 as the number of iterations grows. Employing the concept of density evolution used in

codes on graphs, we obtain a DE equation for CPSs.

Theorem 1. The density evolution equation for the system defined in Section 2.4 can be

obtained as follows:

x0 = ✏,

xl = f(xl�1), (2.15)

where

f(xl�1) = A ⇥ B + A ⇥ [1 � B] ⇥ Pmi, (2.16)

and

A = xl�1 +
⇣
1 � xl�1

⌘⇣
1 � �(1 � pxl�1)

⌘⇣
1 � Pmp

⌘
,

B = 1 �
("✓

1 � xl�1 �
⇣
1 � xl�1

⌘⇣
1 � �(1 � pxl�1)

⌘

⇣
1 � Pmp

⌘◆✓
1 � Pmi

◆#a�1

⇥
"
1 � ⇢

✓⇣h
1 � Pmi

i
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h
xl�1 +

⇣
1 � xl�1

⌘⇣
1 � �(1 � pxl�1)

⌘⇣
1 � Pmp

⌘i⌘a

⇣
1 � Pmc

⌘◆#)
,

and a is the number of physical nodes under each cyber node. The system heals if and only

if xl ! 0 as l ! 1.

Proof. After a disturbance has occurred, D messages will be generated by the failed nodes.

Since in our model each node is disturbed by a probability ✏, the initial density of D’s,

denoted by x0, is ✏. Assume that we are at the beginning of the l-th iteration and find xl

in terms of xl�1. In order to obtain the recursive equation during the l � 1-th iteration, we

need to define y, u, and w rigorously. To this end, we suppose that exchanged messages

are independent of each other. The next theorem shows that this assumption holds if the

number of nodes is su�ciently large in the network. According to the definition of failure

messages from a physical node to a cyber node, and the probability of missing messages, y

can be written as

y = Pr

(✓
Physical node has failed

◆ [ ✓
Node has not failed

\
At least one of its

physical neighbors has failed
\

message from the neighbor has not been missed

◆)

(2.17a)

) y = xl�1 +
⇣
1 � xl�1

⌘⇣
1 � �(1 � pxl�1)

⌘⇣
1 � Pmp

⌘
. (2.17b)

Also, the failure message from a cyber node to a physical node, u, can be derived as

u = Pr

⇢
Cyber node received the failure of at least one of its physical nodes

\

Cyber node has access to at least one healthy cyber node
o
, (2.18a)

) u = 1 �
✓⇣

1 � y
⌘⇣

1 � Pmi

⌘◆a�1✓
1 � ⇢

⇣
w (1 � Pmc)

⌘◆
. (2.18b)
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Finally, the failure message between cyber nodes is defined as

w = Pr

⇢
Cyber node receives message of failure of all of its physical nodes

�
(2.19a)

) w =
⇣
y
�
1 � Pmi

�⌘a

. (2.19b)

At the l-th iteration, xl can be defined as

xl = Pr

(✓
Physical node fails

\
Its cyber node sends D message

◆ [

✓
Physical node fails

\
H message from its cyber node is missed

◆)
(2.20a)

) xl = y ⇥ u + y ⇥ (1 � u)Pmi. (2.20b)

We can eliminate w by substituting (2.19b) into (2.18b) and obtaining u as a function of y.

Substituting (2.17b) into (2.18b) and then (2.20b) yields (2.15).

The above formulas were obtained with the assumption of independence between

messages in the network. In the following theorem, we utilize the LDPC code analysis [40]

to show the existence of such an independence between messages in a CPS.

Theorem 2. For the cyber-physical system described in Section 2.4, if the number of nodes is

su�ciently large, then the incoming messages to each cyber or physical node can be considered

as independent messages.

Proof. Let us divide all messages in a CPS into two parts: (a) messages between two net-

works, or inter-messages, and (b) messages within networks, or intra-messages. The edges

and nodes for the inter-messages create the form of bipartite graphs. Richardson and Ur-

banke [40] showed that if the length of the smallest cycle in this bipartite graph is greater

than 2l, or in other words, if the neighborhood of length 2l for every node is cycle-free, then,

up to the lth iteration, the incoming messages to each check node or variable node are inde-
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Figure 2.7: Example of bipartite graph with virtual check nodes: (a) variable nodes, (b)
virtual check node inserted between every two variable nodes, and (c) variable nodes and
virtual check nodes forming a bipartite graph.

pendent from each other. The authors then proved in Appendix A of [40] that, for any given

l, such a cycle-free structure is achieved for su�ciently large number of nodes. The same

exact proof applies to the bipartite graph connecting the cyber and physical networks as the

number of nodes grows very large, thereby guaranteeing the independence of inter-messages.

There are no intra-messages in the message passing in LDPC codes as the Tanner

graph is bipartite. The existence of intra-messages in CPSs is a direct consequence of the

second di↵erence between LDPC codes and CPSs listed in Section 2.2. To obtain the inde-

pendence between intra-messages, we first map each node (physical or cyber) to a variable

node as shown in Figure 2.7(a). Without loss of generality, we add a virtual check node

between every two connected variable nodes as shown in Figure 2.7(b). This virtual check

node acts as a relay for the messages and does not have any impact on the message passing.

The resulting graph can now be simply considered as a bipartite graph as shown in Figure

2.7(c). As seen in the figure, the degree distribution of variable nodes remains the same

while the degree distribution of virtual check nodes always equals to x2. Obtaining such a

bipartite graph enables us to apply the same logic of inter-messages using [40] for the intra-

messages of a network. That is, if the number of nodes in a network (either physical or cyber)

with a given degree distribution is su�ciently large, then the network satisfies the cycle-free

condition as stated above, which guarantees the independence of intra-messages.
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2.5.1 Steady-State Behavior of Cyber-Physical Systems

We now study the steady-state behavior of the cyber-physical system against a failure

for the defined message-passing rules. After a failure occurs in the network, defection mes-

sages appear in the network. It is expected that if the number of message-passing iterations

increases, the density of defection messages through density evolution analysis approaches

to 0 or 1, which means that the system reaches a steady-state condition that would be either

complete healing or complete collapse. We prove this claim in the following theorem and

confirm it via simulations in Section 4.6.

Theorem 3. For the cyber-physical system defined in Section 2.4, if the message-passing

iterations increase, then the system will reach a steady-state condition, which is a complete-

healing state or a complete-failure state.

Proof. We first show that the theorem holds for a simple network. We then extend the

theorem truth to more general networks. To begin with, consider a network with one cyber

node and two physical nodes, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). If µ1 denotes the probability of

failure for a physical node, then one of the following probabilities may occur:

8
>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>:

✓
2

0

◆
µ0
1

�
1 � µ1

�2
Case I : 0 node failure,

✓
2

1

◆
µ1

�
1 � µ1

�
Case II : 1 node failure,

✓
2

2

◆
µ2
1

�
1 � µ1

�0
Case III : 2 nodes failure.

For cases I and III, the system is in a steady-state condition. In case I, none of the

nodes is a↵ected by the failure and the network is healthy. In case III, two nodes are lost due

to failure. As we assumed (like LDPC codes), if more than one physical node is lost, then the

corresponding cyber node cannot heal them. Hence, the physical nodes remain failed and

in turn cause the cyber node to fail. Therefore, the network goes into complete-collapse. In
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(a) (b) (c)
Physical node Cyber node

Figure 2.8: Illustration of cyber-physical system graph in proof of Theorem 3: (a) simple
CPS, (b) CPS with one cyber and n physical nodes, and (c) CPS with two cyber nodes and
n physical nodes.

case II, however, the system would be in a transient condition, which means that the network

has neither completely healed nor completely failed. This occurs when a cyber node heals

the failed node, but the failed node already propagates the failure to one of its neighbors.

Hence, there is a failed node in the next state. After the l-th iteration, the probability of

the network to be in a transient condition is

✓
2

1

◆
µ1

�
1 � µ1

� ⇣
(1 � p)(↵�1) p

⌘l

, (2.21)

where p represents the probability of failure propagation between physical nodes, and ↵

shows the number of neighbors for the failed node. For simplicity, we have assumed that all

nodes have the same number of neighbors. As the l grows, the probability of a network to be

in a transient condition goes to zero. Therefore, the system reaches a steady-state healing

condition (case I + no failure propagation during message-passing in case II) or a steady-

state collapsed condition (case III + at least two failed nodes due to failure propagation in

case II).

The assumption of two physical nodes can be extended to n physical nodes, as shown

in Figure 2.8(b). In the same fashion as above, the probability of transient condition in such

networks after the l-th iteration would be

✓
n

1

◆
µ1

�
1 � µ1

�(n�1)
⇣
(1 � p)(↵�1) p

⌘l

. (2.22)
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As l ! 1, the probability of transient condition goes to zero.

We then increase one cyber node to m cyber nodes by defining clusters. A cluster

includes a cyber node and its supporting physical nodes. Figure 2.8(c) shows two clusters

(m = 2). By employing the above conclusion, the probability of one cluster with k physical

nodes being in a transient condition is

✓
k

1

◆
µ2

�
1 � µ2

�(k�1)
⇣
(1 � p)(↵�1) p

⌘l

, (2.23)

where µ2 is the probability of failure for a physical node in one cluster. Hence, for v out of

m clusters with one failed physical node, the probability of a transient condition in entire

network after the l-th iteration would be

✓
k1
1

◆
µ2

�
1 � µ2

�(k�1)
⇣
(1 � p)(↵�1) p

⌘l

, ⇥ . . . ⇥
✓
kv
1

◆
µ2

�
1 � µ2

�(kv�1)
⇣
(1 � p)(↵�1) p

⌘l

, (2.24)

where ki represents the number of nodes in the i-th cluster. As the number of iterations

grows, the transient condition gradually vanishes. In other words, if during one of these

iterations all nodes becomes healthy, then the network become healthy. Also, if two nodes in

one cluster fails during the iterations, then the failures gradually permeate among the nodes

in the cluster and then all nodes in the network. Therefore, a cyber-physical system with m

cyber nodes and n physical nodes reaches a steady-state condition.

2.5.2 Su�cient Condition for Healing

Once the recursive equation of density evolution is derived for a given set of contagion

and healing rules, it can be utilized in many ways to gain useful insights into the network

design. The following theorem, for example, employs equation (2.15), with the assumption

of no missing messages (Pmi = Pmc = Pmp = 0), to obtain a su�cient condition for the

system to heal completely.
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Theorem 4. The cyber-physical system described in Section 2.4 with degree distribution pair

(�, ⇢), and parameters a and p heals if

x0 <
1

⇣
a � 1

⌘⇣
1 + p�0(1)

⌘2 (2.25)

Proof. By taking the Taylor series from the right side of (2.15) at xl�1 = 0, we obtain

xl =
⇣
a � 1

⌘⇣
1 + p�0(1)

⌘2

x2
l�1 � 0.5

⇣
a � 1

⌘⇣
1 + p�0(1)

⌘

⇥
⇣

a � 2
⌘⇣

1 + p�0(1)
⌘
+ 2p

⇣
2�0(1) + p�00(1)

⌘�
x3
l�1 + O(x4

l�1). (2.26)

For xl to be less than xl�1, it is enough to show that xl�1 is larger than the first term on the

right side of (2.26). That is,

⇣
a � 1

⌘⇣
1 + p�0(1)

⌘2

x2
l�1 < xl�1. (2.27)

Inequality (2.27) holds for every l if it holds for l = 1. Substituting l = 1 in (2.27) leads to

inequality (2.25).

Theorem 4 provides some interesting intuitions. First, note that

�0(1) =
X

i�1

i�i ⇥ xi�1|x=1 =
X

i�1

i�i, (2.28)

is the average degree of the physical nodes. Theorem 4 indicates the necessity of a low

average degree for the physical nodes for achieving a resilient system. This is because in our

model, physical nodes with higher degrees can damage more nodes. Second, this theorem

suggests that the number of physical nodes under each cyber node, a, should be kept small.

This increases the chance of healing physical nodes since a cyber node needs to have all but

one measurements to heal a physical node. Finally, the theorem implies that smaller values

of p are desirable, which is expected.
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2.5.3 Optimizing for Resiliency

We now study design implications of the density evolution analysis of the previous

section. Based on the analysis done in Theorem 4, with the given network parameters �, ⇢,

a, and p, one could evaluate the upper bound on xl�1. Here, we refer to this value as ✏s. Also,

one could employ the recursive equation of (2.15) to find the most severe disruption that

can be tolerated by the network. To this end, we formulate an optimization problem with

respect to network constraints. The solution to this problem would be the values of network

parameters that achieve maximum resiliency against initial disturbances. We represent the

maximum initial disturbance by ✏max. To obtain ✏max given a and p, an optimization problem

can be set up as follows:

argmax
{⇢i,�i,✏}

f(xl�1,�i, ⇢i)

subject to xl = f(xl�1,�i, ⇢i),
X

i�2

�i = 1,

X

i�2

⇢i = 1,

0  �i  1,

0  ⇢i  1.

(2.29)

Sometimes, for simplicity of analysis, we assume that ⇢(x) = xM for some M � 2. We

numerically solve this optimization problem for two scenarios. In the first case, we fix the

network parameters and find ✏max. In the second case, we run the program to reveal �is that

give us the largest ✏max. We will comprehensively discuss these results in Section 4.6.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the application of our proposed message-passing

framework is not limited to the particular setting explained in Section 2.4. This framework

could be applied to any set of contagion models, healing rules, and network structures

for which a density evolution analysis could be carried out. Also, this analysis holds for
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delay-free CPSs where cyber nodes respond immediately to failures in the physical network.

However, in practical cases, cyber nodes may need a while to process the messages, collect

the information, and take action. The crucial role of this time delay in the healing process

will be investigated in the next section.

2.5.4 Analysis of Message Passing with Time Delays in Cyber Nodes

We now develop the above analysis by considering processing time delay in a CPS.

To this end, we employ the definition of time slots. Previously, we have assumed that each

iteration of message passing can be completely done in one time slot. However, if a failure

occurs for a physical node, then the corresponding cyber node usually needs a few time

slots to respond to the D message. This delay would be for a number of reasons, such

as recovering data from the database, collecting data from other physical nodes, gathering

information from neighboring cyber nodes, etc. Therefore, one iteration would need a few

time slots in order to be accomplished. Cyber nodes usually react against a failure in a few

time slots. In what follows, we derive the density evolution equation assuming that each

cyber node needs two time slots to respond to a failure. For the purpose of simplicity and

without loss of generality, we assume that messages are delivered at the destination nodes

(i.e., Pmi = Pmc = Pmp = 0). For brevity, we skip most details of the definitions and give

the final equations that describe the messages at each time slot.

Theorem 5. For the cyber-physical system defined in section 2.4 with a cyber-node processing

delay of two time slots, a density evolution equation for the l-th iteration can be obtained as

xl(t+ 3) = f(xl�1(t)),

f(xl�1(t)) = A ⇥ B + C ⇥
⇥
1 � B

⇤
, (2.30)

where A, B, and C are given as

A =

(
�


1 � p

✓
�
⇣
1 � pxl�1(t)

⌘
⇥
⇣
xl�1(t) � 1

⌘
+ 1

◆�)
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⇥
(
�
⇣
1 � pxl�1(t)

⌘
⇥
⇣
xl�1(t) � 1

⌘)
+ 1,

B = 1 �
⇢
�
⇣
1 � pxl�1(t)

⌘
⇥
⇣
xl�1(t) � 1

⌘�(a�1)

⇥
⇢
1 � ⇢

⇣
xa
l�1(t)

⌘�
,

C = 1 � �
⇣
1 � p A

⌘
.

The system heals if and only if xl(t+ 3) ! 0 as l ! 1 (or equivalently, t ! 1).

Proof. Let x(t), y(t), u(t) and w(t) denote the messages in the t-th time slot (see Figure 2.5).

If the probability of failure at the beginning of the t-th time slot is ✏, then we have x(t) = ✏.

In the next time slot, according to the model described in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, we have

y(t+ 1) = x(t) +
h
1 � x(t)

i h
1 � �

⇣
1 � px(t)

⌘i
, w(t+ 1) =

⇣
y(t)

⌘a

,

u(t+ 1) = 1 �
h
1 � y(t)

i(a�1)h
1 � ⇢

⇣
w(t)

⌘i
, x(t+ 1) = y(t+ 1), (2.31)

where y(t) = x(t), and w(t) =
�
x(t)

�a
= ✏ a. Similarly, in the (t+2)-th time slot, we obtain

y(t+ 2) = x(t+ 1) +
h
1 � x(t+ 1)

i
⇥

h
1 � �

⇣
1 � px(t+ 1)

⌘i
, w(t+ 2) =

⇣
y(t+ 1)

⌘a

,

u(t+ 2) = 1 �
h
1 � y(t+ 1)

i(a�1)h
1 � ⇢

⇣
w(t+ 1)

⌘i
, x(t+ 2) = y(t+ 2). (2.32)

After two time slots for processing the data in a cyber node, the probability of failure of a

physical node can be calculated as

xl(t+ 3) = y(t+ 2) u(t+ 2) +
h
1 � �

⇣
1 � px(t+ 2)

⌘ih
1 � u(t+ 2)

i
. (2.33)

If we substitute equation (2.31) into (2.32) and then the result into (2.33), equation (2.30)

will be obtained.
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Extending the DE analysis to cyber node delays of more than two time slots can be

done along the same lines as above. In the next section, through numerical results, we will

fully study the impact of di↵erent processing time delays on a self-healing cyber-physical

network.

2.6 Simulation Results

To make more concrete sense of the above analysis, we have numerically simulated

the message passing over cyber-physical networks. First, we simulate the network without

considering processing-time delay to find the role of each network parameter. Here, we

referred to this simulation as scenario I. Next, we will investigate the performance of the

self-healing method in the presence of a processing-time delay. This simulation creates

scenario II. Finally, we will compare both scenarios to provide clear criteria for choosing

network parameters for the desired resiliency of a CPS.

2.6.1 Numerical Results for Scenario I

This section provides a number of evaluations for the self-healing method without

considering a processing-time delay. To begin with, Figure 2.9 shows the fraction of physical

node failures for di↵erent numbers of iterations, l. As can be seen, if l ! 1, then the

function goes to a step function. This implies two steady-state conditions, which would be

either a complete healing or a complete failure scenario in the network. These steady-state

conditions confirm Theorem 3 in Section 2.5.

Figure 2.10 shows the fraction of physical nodes failure in a steady-state condition,

x1, after an initial disturbance, for two popular network models: Erdös-Rényi (ER) networks

and scale-free (SF) networks. For this simulation, we assumed that: i) both networks have

the same average degree, which is equal to 1.4, and ii) both networks have the same minimum

and maximum degrees (kmin and kmax) that can be obtained via kmax = kminN
( 1
��1 ) [50] in

which kmin = 1, N = 100, and � = 2.8 (for SF networks). Based on these assumptions,

we ran the simulations and found that SF networks have more tolerance against an initial
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Figure 2.9: Probability of failure for physical nodes in di↵erent iterations w.r.t the initial
disturbance, with network parameters a = 5, p = 0.2,�(z) = z2 and ⇢(z) = z3.

perturbation in comparison to ER networks, as shown in Figure 2.10. The reason could be

that, given the same average degree, most nodes in a SF network have a lower degree than the

nodes in an ER network. Therefore, given that the initial failures are selected randomly and

unbiased, such nodes are less likely to be among the hubs in a SF network. This means less

number of high-degree failed nodes, hence, less chance of failure propagation in the network.

This finding confirms the results of Schneider et al. [22] stating that high-betweenness

nodes should be planned as autonomous nodes, in order to have the best resiliency in an

interdependent network.

In order to study the impact of missing messages on the resiliency of a self-healing

interdependent network, we simulated our findings for a CPS with di↵erent values of Pmi,

Pmp, and Pmc, and the following network parameters: a = 4, p = 0.1, and �(z) = ⇢(z) =

0.5 z+0.4 z2+0.1 z3. The results are shown in Figure 2.11. As can be seen in Figure 2.11(a),

without missing messages between the two networks (i.e., Pmi = 0), the system is able to

tolerate up to 55% initial loss of physical nodes. However, if Pmi gradually increases, then

the opportunity of receiving H messages at physical nodes from cyber nodes continually

decreases. Accordingly, the resiliency of the network is drastically reduced. This trend

continues until the system completely loses its ability to heal a failure (Pmi > 0.4 for the
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Figure 2.10: Steady-state fraction of physical failed nodes against an initial disturbance for
Erdös - Rėnyi (ER) and Scale-Free (SF) networks. The average degree of networks is 1.4
with the min. degree of 1 and max. degree of 13, and � = 2.8.

assumed network). Figure 2.11(b) shows that the increase in missing messages in the physical

network (i.e., Pmp) improves the probability of healing in the system. However, this result is

not surprising because a larger number of missing failure messages in the physical network

means a smaller chance of failure propagation in this network. In our simulations, we also

noted that changes in Pmc, the probability of a missing message within the cyber network,

do not a↵ect the network resiliency significantly, since the cyber nodes in our model mainly

rely on information from their own physical nodes for their operation.

Figure 2.12(a) indicates the number of iterations needed for the network to reach a

steady-state condition. As can be seen in Figure 2.12(a), the steady-state conditions would

change from a complete healing (collapse) to a complete collapse (healing) for a threshold

value of initial disturbance (✏), in this case ✏ = 0.23. This threshold would be varied for

di↵erent sets of network parameters. The more we move away from the threshold, the less

iterations are needed for the network to reach its stable state. This is due to the limited

capability of cyber nodes in healing the physical nodes. For example, for small disturbance

such as ✏ = 0.05, cyber nodes need only a few iterations to heal the network because almost

all physical nodes are healthy. For larger disturbances, the chance of complete healing drops

rapidly. Figure 2.12(b) shows the threshold that can be tolerated for a set of di↵erent physical
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Figure 2.11: Influence of missing messages on probability of nodes’ failure in CPS with
following parameters: a = 4, p = 0.1, and �(z) = ⇢(z) = 0.5 z+0.4 z2+0.1 z3: (a) impact of
missing messages between physical network and cyber network, Pmi, and (b) e↵ect of missing
messages in physical network, Pmp.
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Figure 2.12: For network parameters a = 5, p = 0.2 and ⇢(z) = z3: (a) demonstrates the
number of iterations needed for a network to be completely healed or failed for �(z) = z3

and (b) shows the probability of failure for physical nodes with di↵erent �(z) against an
initial disturbance.

degree distributions in the network, while a and p are fixed. Also, we assume that enough

message-passing iterations have already been done for the network to reach the steady state.

As can be seen, the lower physical degree distributions have a higher resiliency against failure.

In order to find the maximum threshold and network parameters achieving this thresh-

old, we numerically solve the optimization problem of (2.29). The problem is solved for two
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Table 2.1: ✏s and ✏max for di↵erent network parameters and severity of initial disturbance

Table I.A: ✏s and ✏max for variation of a
p a �(z) ⇢(z) ✏s ✏max

0.8
3

z2 z3
0.0740 0.1002

5 0.0369 0.0482
8 0.0211 0.0271

Table I.B: ✏s and ✏max for variation of p
p a �(z) ⇢(z) ✏s ✏max

0.4
4 z2 z3

0.1028 0.1621
0.6 0.0688 0.0973
0.8 0.0493 0.0650

Table I.C: ✏s and ✏max for variation of �(x)
p a �(z) ⇢(z) ✏s ✏max

0.5 3
z2

z3
0.1250 0.1933

z5 0.0408 0.0525
z8 0.0200 0.0250

cases: (a) a, �(·), ⇢(·), and p are kept fixed and the maximum tolerated initial disturbance,

✏max, is found, and (b) a, p, and ⇢(·) are fixed while �is are obtained for the ✏max. Results

for the first and the second cases are shown in Table I and II, respectively, where the cor-

responding value of ✏s, the value of the upper bound in (2.25), is also listed for each set of

network parameters. The following observations can be made from Table I:

• The results in Table I.A indicate that increasing a reduces the values of ✏s and ✏max.

In fact, a large a increases the chance of receiving D messages by a cyber node from

its physical neighbors. This reduces the resiliency of the system.

• The results in Table I.B confirm that reducing p leads to less vulnerability of physical

nodes from their physical neighbors.

• Table I.C shows that a less-connected physical network results in larger values of ✏s

and ✏max and, hence, higher resiliency.
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Table 2.2: ✏s and ✏max for di↵erent degree coe�cients of physical nodes.

p a ⇢(z) �(z) ✏s ✏max

0.5 4 z3

�2 = 1

0.05334 0.07245
�3 = 0
�4 = 0
�5 = 0

0.2 3 z2

�2 = 1

0.19531 0.35424
�3 = 0
�4 = 0
�5 = 0

In the second case, we consider a physical degree distribution of minimum degree two

and maximum degree five:

�(z) = �2 z
2 + �3 z

3 + �4 z
4 + �5 z

5. (2.34)

The outcomes for this case are shown in Table 2.2. As can be seen, we consistently obtain

�2 = 1, while �3 = 0, �4 = 0, and �5 = 0. This is not surprising, because physical nodes

with more physical neighbors help spread the failures. In fact, when solving the optimization

equation (2.29) for scenarios with other limitations on �(z), we found that the degree of the

physical nodes should be kept as small as possible.

2.6.2 Numerical Results for Scenario II

In Section 2.5.4, we have analytically obtained the influence of processing-time delay

on the probability of failure in the CPS. Now, we numerically evaluate those results in the

same line of scenario I. We begin with a processing-delay of three time slots. Hence, each

iteration can be accomplished in four time slots. Figure 2.13(a) shows the number of time

slots needed for the network to reach a steady-state condition. As can be seen, jagged lines

occur as a result of the processing-time delay. Considering this delay, a cyber node needs

k time slots (here, k = 3) to respond to the failure. During this time interval, the failure

propagates in the physical network and could constantly increase the probability of failure

for physical nodes. After the k-th time slot, however, the network would experience three
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Figure 2.13: (a) The probability of failure for physical nodes in presence of processing-time
delay. Processing delay = 3 time slots, and network parameters are a = 5, p = 0.2,�(z) = z2,
and ⇢(z) = z3. (b) Impact of p on steady-state behavior of network.

cases for the probability of failure, depending on the ability of cyber nodes to heal their

associated physical nodes:

• Region I: The healing ability of cyber nodes is diminishing due to the large number of

failures in the network; hence, the probability of physical failures only increases.

• Region II: Cyber nodes are still able to heal their physical nodes, but this is not enough

to stop the propagation of failure and change the overall trend. That is, the number

of failures at the end of the iteration is still higher than that of the beginning of the

iteration.

• Region III: The healing ability of cyber nodes outweighs the propagation of failure,

leading to complete healing of the network after a few iterations.

The probability that each physical node gets a↵ected by the failure of its physical

neighbors, p, is decisive to the resiliency of a CPS. One example of this parameter in power

systems could be revealed in protective relays. The mission of protective relays is to sense

a fault and initiate a trip, disconnection or order. Therefore, good relays result in lower

probability of failure in a network. The performance of relays, in a very abstract sense, can
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be mapped to p. The influence of p becomes more crucial, when there is a processing-time

delay for cyber nodes. Figure 2.13(b) shows the steady-state behavior of the network for

di↵erent values of p, when the processing-time slot is three (k = 3). As can be seen, the

higher value of p dramatically increases the vulnerability of the network against an initial

disturbance. For instance, for p = 0.3, network resiliency is almost non-existent against any

initial disturbance in the physical network.

2.6.3 Comparison of Results for Scenario I and II

Now, we compare scenarios I and II to understand the e↵ect of delay on the per-

formance of cyber-physical systems. First, consider Figure 2.14(a), which shows the direct

impact of delay on maximum resiliency of a network. Delayed systems need considerably

more time slots to be healed in comparison to non-delayed systems. This can be observed for

✏ = 0.1. In addition, at ✏ = 0.3, the non-delayed system can be cured after nine time slots.

However, the delayed system completely collapses. The reason is that the failure propagates

throughout the physical network during the three time slot delay interval. Figure 2.14(b)

displays the steady-state behavior for delayed and non-delayed systems w.r.t. the size of

the initial disturbance. A comparison of resiliency thresholds e↵ectively demonstrates the

essential need for a quick response from cyber nodes.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison between non-delayed systems and delayed systems for network
parameters a = 5, p = 0.15,�(z) = z2, and ⇢(z) = z3: (a) e↵ect of time slot processing
delay on systems, and (b) impact of time slot (TS) delays on maximum tolerated threshold
in network.

2.7 Summary

We introduced a graphical model representation of cyber-physical systems and applied

message passing to investigate the resiliency of inter-dependent CPSs. We provided a den-

sity evolution analysis to study the behavior of a system in the presence of both self-healing

and propagation of failures. Our analysis resulted in a su�cient condition on choosing the

network parameters for the system to completely heal after an initial disturbance. Then,

we studied the steady-state behavior of cyber-physical networks after an initial disturbance,

proving that the network reaches one of the two conditions, either a complete healing or a

complete failure. To improve the network robustness, we set up an optimization problem

to calculate network parameters for highest network resiliency against physical node disrup-

tions, where we found the most severe attack that can be tolerated by the network, given

a set of parameters. Finally, we studied self-healing cyber-physical networks where the re-

sponse of cyber nodes to failures in the physical network is delayed. Our findings revealed

the crucial importance of low processing-time delay for increasing the probability of healing

in the network.
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CHAPTER 3

RISK ASSESSMENT OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES USING BAYESIAN

DEFENSE GRAPHS

Recent developments have made autonomous vehicles closer to being seen on roads.

However, their security is still a major concern among drivers as well as manufacturers.

Although some work has been done to identify threats and possible solutions, a theoretical

framework is needed to measure the security of AVs. In this chapter, a simple security

model based on defense graphs is proposed to quantitatively assess the likelihood of threats

on components of an AV in the presence of available countermeasures. A Bayesian network

analysis is then applied to obtain the associated security risk. In a case study, the model and

the analysis are studied for GPS spoofing attacks, in order to demonstrate the e↵ectiveness

of the proposed approach for a highly vulnerable component.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides an overview

of threats against autonomous vehicles. Section 3.2 studies the use of Bayesian networks

for security measurements. Section 3.3 briefly explains six major anti-spoofing techniques

that are commonly used to protect GPS signals. Section 3.4 describes the proposed model,

threat identification and risk assessment, and BN model in the presence of uncertainties

in forming a defense graph. Section 3.5 applies the proposed model to the GPS unit as a

highly vulnerable component in AVs. Various combinations of GPS anti-spoofing techniques

are considered in measuring the protection levels provided by them collectively. Section 3.6

summarizes the chapter.

3.1 Review of Threats against Autonomous Vehicles

Threats to autonomous vehicles could be separately studied for autonomous auto-

mated vehicles (AAVs) and autonomous cooperative vehicles (ACVs). In the AAV case,

a cyberattack might directly target some sources of information that a vehicle employs to
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make a driving decision. Here, the internal processing unit plays a vital role in considering

all available sources to determine the true state of the vehicle. The ability of the internal

processing unit to identify threats and take countermeasures depends on the quantity and

quality of techniques that are used. These techniques could be methods to anticipate pre-

defined attack scenarios or the use of uncorrupted information to retrieve the true state.

In the ACV case, in addition to AAV threats, communication among neighboring vehicles

could provide additional information to verify the right decision for a vehicle. However,

this data could potentially add some suspicious information at the same time. Therefore,

communication and cooperation between vehicles provide a wider range of pros and cons

that need to be considered in order to maximize the safety of vehicles. Figure 3.1 clearly

shows both threats against AAVs and ACVs. Here, we provide an analytical platform using

a Bayesian defense graph to evaluate threats in AAVs. This method is explained in section

3.2. On the other hand, threats against ACVs are studied via game theory, which captures

the interactions between vehicles. A brief overview of game theory for vehicular networks is

provided later on in section 4.1.

In general, the architecture of a smart vehicle can be assumed as a context-aware

system that includes three fundamental parts: sensing and data collection, reasoning and

processing, and application and communication, as shown in Figure 3.2(a). In the data

collection part, devices are responsible for acquiring information from both external and

internal sources. External sources refer to receiving messages from the outside of AVs such

as neighboring cars and road signs. Internal sources refer to sensors and cameras in a vehicle

that gather data from static and moving objects from the surrounding environment. In the

reasoning and processing part, the fundamental aim is to determine the true state of the

vehicle using certain and uncertain information. Certain information is the data that one

could directly use to perform a specific task, whereas uncertain information is the kind of

data that should be processed to make an inference. Hence, a processor is needed to apply the

reasoning and algorithms. This part also includes powering, controlling, and database units
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Figure 3.1: Threats for autonomous cars.

that are responsible for supplying, supervising, and storing predefined data, respectively.

In the application part of the architecture, all decisions and instructions of an AV that are

deduced from reasoning part will be implemented by sending regular and warning messages

to the AV and its neighboring vehicles.

Since safety is among the highest priorities for an AV, careful attention must be

devoted to the modeling of secure AVs. To this end, as can be seen in Figure 3.2(a), additional

units using security equipment in the collecting data part and the security monitoring in

the reasoning and processing part are considered. The security equipment could be either

setting up extra secure techniques on existing components, e.g., arrival time techniques for a

GPS component, or setting up some external hardware, e.g., redundant cameras. However,

the security monitoring should be considered as a separate essential unit to process all

required data for checking the safety of a vehicle. Figure 3.2(b) shows a typical security

monitoring unit consisting of all major attack surfaces [6]. Here, each attack surface is

referred to as a component. This unit as a part of processor has access to all required data

for protection purposes. For instance, to protect GPS signals, the processor might need to

use data regarding the security equipment unit, maps in the database, or even cameras, to

ensure the dependability of receiving GPS signals.

In order to measure the vulnerability of each component shown in Figure 3.2(b),

there exist some criteria that categorize threats as high, medium, and low. These criteria
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Figure 3.2: Secure autonomous vehicle: (a) architecture, and (b) security monitoring center.

are based on the feasibility of attack, the probability of attack success, the consequences of

an exploited component for a vehicle, etc [9, 6]. Here, inspired by Bayesian inference over

attack graphs, the level of security for an AV is quantitatively measured. Section 3.2 explains

how attack graphs can be deployed to measure the security of networks.

3.2 Bayesian Networks for Security Measurements

There has been considerable amount of research regarding the development of Bayesian

networks to measuring security in computer networks [51, 52, 53, 10, 54, 55, 56, 57]. The

main motivations behind using BNs for security measurements are the following: (i) BNs

provide a model of cause-e↵ect relationships between di↵erent components of a system. The

attack on each component can be considered a random variable that takes values from dif-

ferent domains. The relationship between components are captured by edges in a Bayesian

graph that will show conditional dependency between nodes. Hence, the path (i.e., edges

on a BN) that an attacker can move on and propagate its destructive behavior is deter-

mined. (ii) BNs provide a formulation for reasoning about partial beliefs under uncertainty.

In particular, uncertainties can be assigned to the nodes and edges of a BN to evaluate the

probability of successful attack on a particular component. (iii) BNs provide a platform to

infer a belief w.r.t. di↵erent evaluations that come from various standard scoring systems

and hypotheses. Specifically, depending on training data and an application, BNs are able
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Figure 3.3: (a) Portion of Bayesian network, and (b) corresponding conditional probability
table.

to learn di↵erent values (weights) for their nodes, edges, and hence achieve a conclusion

accordingly.

In order to assess a BN for security measurements, a simple case is explained to show

the logic of Bayesian inference over a predefined graph. One can find comprehensive details

in the mentioned literature. Bayesian graphs are usually defined as directed acyclic graphs

(DAGs), where nodes are connected by directed edges and each node, except root nodes, has

parent nodes. Figure 3.3 illustrates a simple example of a BN, where dependency between

nodes are illustrated in the conditional probability table (CPT). In this figure, A and B are

two parents for C. Also, assuming there is a potential attack, D and ND imply detection

and node detection, respectively, of any malicious activities. In addition, T and F imply

that the attack has been detected or not detected, respectively. Here, the logic of detection

between components is AND, meaning that C cannot detect any abnormalities if neither A

nor B detects any abnormalities. Under these assumptions, the vulnerability of C can be

obtained as

p(C) =
X

p(C|A,B) p(A,B), (3.1)

p(C|A,B) / p(A,B|C)p(C). (3.2)

Equation (3.1) is a marginal probability distribution to obtain prior probability for C, and

equation (3.2) represents a posterior probability distribution using the prior probability and
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p(A,B|C) as a likelihood distribution. Using both equations, it is possible to calculate the

likelihood of a successful attack on C, given the vulnerability of A and B (C’s parent nodes).

To assign the probability of a successful exploit for an element in BN (e.g., A in

Figure 3.3), the following approaches can be used:

• Probabilities could be deduced from a large amount of training data. This data can be

modeled through statistical approaches to obtain the highest possible expected value

for each case.

• There are some standardized systems for scoring vulnerability, for example, the Com-

mon Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) or E-safety Vehicle Intrusion proTected

Applications (EVITA). CVSS uses existing databases such as the National Vulnerabil-

ity Database (NVD) to evaluate the vulnerability of an element. EVITA is a project

co-funded by the European Union within the Seventh Framework Program for research

and technological development.

• The probability for successfully exploiting a vulnerability could be inferred from several

studies and papers that have already addressed similar issues.

In this work, the last two items will be applied, since it was too di�cult to acquire a huge

amount of data for the application here. Hereafter, the concept of CVSS as a standard

scoring is briefly explained, and the others can be found in the literature. CVSS mainly uses

three concepts to measure the vulnerability of a component: base score, temporal score, and

environmental score. The base score quantifies the intrinsic attribute of each vulnerability,

which is independent of time and user environments. The temporal score, however, assesses

a vulnerability based on properties that might change over time. The environmental score

considers the characteristics of a vulnerability that are relevant and unique to a particular

application. Using these scores, the CVSS generates a value from 0 to 10 that is simply

converted to a probability by dividing the score over 10. This number provides a probability
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for an individual vulnerability that ignores causal relationships between exploits. Previous

studies can be used to consider all dependencies between exploits (edges weights).

3.3 GPS Anti-Spoofing Techniques

The essential importance of secure GPS signals has initiated considerable research

relative to GPS spoofing countermeasures. This section provides a brief overview of six

major anti-spoofing techniques that are commonly used. By understanding each technique,

an attack graph based on the relationships between elements of a technique can be built in

order to assess the vulnerability of a GPS component.

3.3.1 Authentication

Authentication as an anti-spoofing technique has long been used in the military ver-

sion of GPS receivers. However, its high reliability and low additional hardware requirements

have made this method a potential candidate to protect current civil GPS signals [58, 59].

In this regard, some schemes have been proposed that are mostly based on public-key dig-

ital signatures such as the navigation message authentication (NMA) and spread spectrum

security codes such as the public spreading code authentication (PubSCA). The process of

authentication, however, takes some time to complete. However, this inevitable delay in

many cases cannot meet the time-to-alert (TTA) requirements for ensuring integrity and

safety of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals in civil aviation. Hence, while

authentication techniques are relatively safe, they can be overcome by some spoofing meth-

ods that are complex enough. Therefore, using other anti-spoofing techniques will be a

complement to authentication methods.

3.3.2 Timing Check

Spoofing transmitters and simulators are faced with an unavoidable delay in order to

mislead GPS receivers. The delay might come from the required data processing by a spoofer,

or propagation time between the spoofer and the target. In either case, the inevitable delay

can be exploited as an opportunity to reveal the existence of a spoofer using accurate clock
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consistency measurements or applying some techniques such as the time di↵erential of arrival

(TDOA), time of flight (ToF), etc [60, 61, 62]. Despite these methods, the ToA encounters

some inherent limitations to detect counterfeit signals. For instance, the GPS data frame

structure includes di↵erent parts and update frequencies that are widely known. Since update

frequencies of most parts are slow, one could predict GPS data bits and transmit fake GPS

signals.

3.3.3 Spatial Processing Using Multi-Antenna

While GPS receivers collect authentic signals from di↵erent satellites with di↵erent

movement trajectories, fraud signals are usually transmitted from the same antenna due to

logistical limitations. This creates an opportunity to employ a spatial processing technique

to discriminate highly correlated signals from other probable (fake) signals. The spatial

processing technique can be applied through antenna array structure methods. A multi-

antenna receiver could be used to shape its beam to detect the direction of spoofing signal.

Then, the receiver would be able to steer a null toward the direction of the fake signal to

suppress it. Also, a synthetic antenna array could be employed using only one antenna to

reduce the hardware complexity. This could be possible if one antenna is moved along a

random trajectory and di↵erent pseudo-random noise (PRN) numbers are recorded for the

GPS signal. In general, there are multiple methods for spatial processing, and each of them

could be selected based on a related application [63, 64, 65].

3.3.4 Amplitude/Power Monitoring

Investigating the inherent received power from satellites and fraud transmitters re-

veals the existence of some di↵erences that help us to distinguish between an authenticated

signal and a counterfeit signal. Notable di↵erences arise from the variation of received signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) power, and the strength of an absolute power. If a spoofer successfully

mounts its attack on a GPS receiver, the received SNR might experience a sudden change

that indicates the presence of counterfeit signals. On the other hand, it is di�cult for a

spoofer to estimate an accurate power to impose su�cient signal strength at the GPS re-
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ceiver. However, despite the positive points of power-monitoring methods, they have their

own disadvantages that made this technique an imperfect anti-spoofing method [66, 67].

3.3.5 RAIM/IMU

Inertial measurement unit (IMU) is an electronic device that contains a set of sensors

such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and sometimes magnetometers. IMU data is usually

incorporated into an inertial navigation system (INS) to calculate the position, orientation,

acceleration, and velocity of a moving object. The information obtained from IMU/INS

sensors can be integrated into GPS to improve the accuracy of localization and to let GPS

continue working in places where GPS signals are unavailable, such as tunnels and inside

buildings. However, relying only on IMU sensors su↵ers from wrong initial GPS position

information and accumulative errors [68]. Therefore, using the information of IMU could

be more useful for localization purposes when it is merged with other methods like time-

di↵erence carrier phase, Bayesian estimation methods, and receiver autonomous integrity

monitoring (RAIM) [69, 70, 71]. RAIM introduces a set of techniques that assess the in-

tegrity of GPS signals. Early RAIM techniques aimed to isolate a fault GPS signal by using

redundant GPS pseudo-range measurements that are directly collected from all accessible

satellites [72]. Newer RAIMs, however, incorporate the fault detection and exclusion (FDE)

technique through combining RAIM with other methods [73, 74]. One popular method is to

integrated RAIM with INS to provide additional redundant information from IMU sensors

[75, 76]. However, the advantage of additional data may turn into a disadvantage if the

sensors measurements are not true.

3.3.6 Vestigial Signal Detection (VSD)

The VSD anti-spoofing method is inspired by the di�culty of suppressing the authen-

ticated GPS signal in the presence of spoofing signals. To eliminate the true GPS signal, a

spoofer needs the centimeter accuracy knowledge of the 3D position phase di↵erence between

its antenna and the target’s antenna, and also pico-second accuracy of its processing delay

and the transmission delay. Without such accurate measurements by a spoofer, a vestige of
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an authenticated signal will remain. A three steps procedure is proposed by authors [77, 78]

to reveal a vestigial signal in the data (if it is present). In order to find the original signal, the

VSD steps are repeated until a probability of detection threshold or some desired probability

of false alarm are met.

It is worth noting that i) depending on the design, reliability, and the cost of a GPS

component, one could select a technique to use, and ii) non of above techniques is complete.

That is, each of them has some (tiny) drawbacks for detecting fake GPS signals. Hence,

employing few techniques simultaneously could (nearly) complement them for each other.

Knowing each technique, we will explain how to build a related graph and how to assign

vulnerable probability for each node.

3.4 Modeling of Secure Autonomous Vehicles Using Bayesian Networks

In this section, we provide a theoretical model to measure the security of AVs. First,

we describe a security model based on defense graphs for monitoring vulnerable components

in an AV. Then, we explain how we consider threats and risk assessment for the model.

Finally, we apply BN analysis as a simple but powerful tool to perform security measurements

in this model.

3.4.1 Proposed Security Model

A security monitoring unit is an essential part of an AVs’ central processor, which

investigates all required data to assure the security of a vehicle. Figure 3.2(b) shows a typical

security monitoring unit consisting of major attack surfaces [6]. Here, each attack surface is

referred to as “component”. As a part of processor, this unit has access to all required data

for protection purposes.

In order to monitor the security status of an AV, we assess all vulnerable components.

Let us define SV as the security state of an AV as follows:

SV , {S1, S2, ..., Sn}, (3.3)
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Figure 3.4: graphical model for a secure GPS component in AV.

where Si denotes the security state of the ith vulnerable component. Each security state

could be either normal or abnormal. A component is in an abnormal state when an attacker

successfully mounts an attack on the component (i.e., the component is exploited). To ensure

security, we could employ countermeasures for vulnerable components to prevent them from

being exploited. Consideirng this point, we define a set of defense techniques as observable

contexts to determine the security states as follows:

Si = f(Ci1, Ci2, ..., Cik). (3.4)

Each observable context Cij refers to the jth element of an defense technique related to the

ith vulnerable component. To clarify this, consider Figure 3.4 as a graphical representation

model for protecting a GPS component. Hence, this graph can be considered as a defense

graph. As shown, we employ several techniques such as a timing check (vi) in the processor

to detect counterfeit GPS signals. Each technique needs some elements, such as clock con-

sistency (w1), to be accomplished. These predefined elements as part of defense techniques
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provide observable contexts (Cij’s). We utilize information from observable contexts and

apply Bayesian inference as a mathematical reasoning method to characterize unobservable

security states (Si’s). In the following section, we discuss threats against Cij’s and the risk

assessment of Si’s.

3.4.2 Threat Identification and Risk Assessment

Threat identification is the first step towards devising a security model for a system.

In this work, we assume that vulnerable components of an AV have been already identi-

fied, thanks to previous works such as [6, 7, 8]. This allows us to employ defense graphs

formed by countermeasures to protect AVs. Threats in the context of a defense graph could

be interpreted as possible ways that counterfeit signals could go through the countermea-

sures without being detected. This means that a vulnerable component can be successfully

exploited if none of corresponding countermeasures detect the fake signal. For instance,

if an attacker remains undetected by the authentication countermeasure in Figure 3.4, it

might be able to tamper with GPS information, causing a major threat. There exist several

frameworks such as Microsoft’s STRIDE (Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information

disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privilege) for threat identification that have

been demonstrated to work well for AVs [79].

Once threats are identified, risk assessment could be carried out to determine the

level of security in a system. There exist some methodologies to do the risk assessment, such

as EVITA and CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System). Risk assessment contains

two fundamental parts: impact (or severity) of threats, and likelihood of threats. In order

to estimate the impact of a threat, one could employ parameters that directly associate

with harm to stakeholders. Safety, privacy of drivers, operational performance, and financial

losses of a vehicle are four factors commonly used in automative risk models [80, 81]. The

level of each factor can be categorized as none, low, medium, and high. To approximate

the likelihood of a threat, one should calculate the probability of a successful attack. This

could also be evaluated based on the above risk assessment models. For instance, expertise,
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Table 3.1: Example of EVITA risk assessment factors: (a) Impact of an attack on GPS, (b)
Likelihood of a threat against the ToA countermeasure.

High

Expertise Equipment
Window of

Opportunity

ToA 2 1 3 1

(a) (b)

Safety Financial Privacy Operational

GPS

Knowledge of Target

High MediumMedium

knowledge of target, window of opportunity (including time requirement), and equipment

are four main parameters in EVITA to estimate the likelihood of threats. The level of each

can be rated between 0 to 3. Table 3.1 shows examples of evaluation of impact and likelihood

of threats.

Having the levels of impact and likelihood, we can compute the risk which is a function

of both. A standard risk model can be defined as follows:

Risk = Likelihood ⇥ Impact (3.5)

where risk indicates risk for a set of countermeasures. The e↵ect of countermeasures appears

only in the likelihood, and not the impact, of a threat. Therefore, countermeasures directly

a↵ect the value of likelihood, while impact is determined by the functionality of a compo-

nent (such GPS) within the AV. Also, the intrinsic uncertainty of attacks leads us to assess

parameters based on probabilities. Here, impact can be directly estimated from the param-

eters in risk rating methodologies, such as Table I(a). To obtain likelihood for a component,

however, two points should be considered: i) the quantity and the quality of the employed

countermeasures and ii) cause-e↵ect relationships between the elements of countermeasures.

The former can be captured through standard parameters (e.g. Table I.(b)), and the later

can be represented by directed acyclic graph (DAG) as a defense graph. Having the graph

with related parameters enable us to infer likelihood using BN analysis.
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3.4.3 Bayesian Network and Uncertainty

A Bayesian network is a graphical model for probabilistic inference that denotes the

relationship between a set of variables by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A BN is a pair

(S, P ), where S denotes a network structure, and P denotes a set of conditional probability

distributions. Let us consider a DAG S = (V,E), where V = {v1, v2, ...., vn} represents a

set of nodes, and E = {e1, e2, ...., en} represents a set of edges. Using this definition, each

node could denote a countermeasure technique, such as time checking in Figure 3.4, or an

element of it, such as clock consistency. A directed edge exists from node vi to node vj, only

if there is the possibility for an exploit to be instantiated from vi to vj. Generally, in order

to build a defense graph, the functionality of each node as well as cause-e↵ect relationships

between nodes (w.r.t. an application) must be captured in the BN framework.

Once we build a BN, we are able to perform probabilistic inference. Here, we are

interested in applying marginal and posterior probability distributions to measure vulnera-

bility for components. To clarify this, assume that we want to quantitatively measure the

vulnerability of vi that is shown in Figure 3.4. Assuming W = {w1, w2} as parent nodes of

vi, we can compute the following:

p(vi) =
X

p(vi|w1, w2) p(w1, w2), (3.6)

p(vi|W) / p(W|vi)p(vi). (3.7)

Equation (3.6) is a marginal probability distribution to obtain prior probability for vi, and

equation (3.7) represents a posterior probability distribution using the prior probability and

p(W|vi) as a likelihood distribution. Using equations (3.6) and (3.7), we are able to calculate

the likelihood of a successful attack on vi, given the vulnerability of W (vi’s parent nodes).

Before applying the BN theory to obtain the security state of each vulnerable com-

ponent, we need to capture uncertainties related to a realistic AV application. To this end,
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Table 3.2: Prior probabilities of anti-spoofing techniques for detecting fake GPS signals
using EVITA and CVSS.

EVITA

CVSS

NMA PubSCAToA CLK-Cons. Multi-Ant Syn-AppC/N Abs-power RAIM RAIM-INS VSD

0.73 0.820.57 0.34 0.72 0.660.53 0.72 0.650.36 0.88

0.75 0.830.58 0.50 0.66 0.580.750.58 0.42 0.75 0.83EVITAA

CVSS

NMA PubSCAToA CLK-Cons. Multi-Ant Syn-AppC/NC/ Abs-power RAIM RAIM-INS VSD

0.73 0.820.57 0.34 0.72 0.660.53 0.72 0.650.36 0.88

0.75 0.830.58 0.50 0.66 0.580.750.58 0.42 0.75 0.83

let us assume that Figure 3.3(a) shows a portion of a complete BN. Each node represents an

anti-attack element to protect a vulnerable component. For instance, let us assume nodes A

and B are two anti-attack elements for a secure component C. To yield a successful attack on

node C, nodes A and B must have been unable to detect the attack. Hence, the framework

for the reasoning of our defense graph is AND logic. Figure 3.3(b) indicates a conditional

probability table (CPT) in which di↵erent scenarios of detection (D) and not detection (ND)

are considered. The true (or false) state signifies a successful (or unsuccessful) detection on

a component, respectively.

Here, we also account for the uncertainty between neighboring nodes due to their

imperfect accuracy and trustworthiness. In addition, there exists an inherent uncertainty in

attack structures. That is, even though an attack is successfully mounted on nodes A and

B, there is no guarantee for the attacker to successfully carry out its attack on node C. To

capture these points, we consider coe�cients ⇣1 and ⇣2 between nodes, as shown in Figure

3.3(a). Considering these coe�cients, we define ✓i in the CPT to indicate the probability of

a true state in node C. In a defense graph, it is reasonable to have a high reliability between

nodes, which implies small values for ✓i, i = 1, 2, 3, and a value close to 1 for ✓4.

In the next section, we investigate the security measurement of GPS signals as a

vulnerable component. Other vulnerable components in an AV (e.g., LiDAR, camera) could

be investigated in the same fashion.
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Table 3.3: Example of conditional probability table

ToA
Clock

Consistency
Timing Check

T F

0.57 (D)
0.34 (D)

0.66 (ND)

0.34 (D)

0.66 (ND)
0.43 (ND)

0.005 0.995

0.05 0.95

0.10 0.90

0.995 0.005

ToA
Clock

Consistency
Timing Check

TT FF

0.57 (D))
0.34 (D)0.34 (D)

0.66 (ND)

0.34 (D)0.34 (D)

0.66 (ND)
0.40.43 (ND)D)

0.0050.005 0.9950.995

0.05 0.95

0.10 0.90

0.995 0.005

3.5 Case Study: Secure GPS Component

GPS spoofing is among the highest threats for AVs. Hence, in this case study, we

investigate the security measurement of GPS using the proposed BN model. In particular,

we would like to obtain likelihood and risk for a defense graph shown in Figure 3.4.

3.5.1 Modeling and Parameterizing

A principle objective of this work is to quantify the security of a GPS component

for AVs, by means of the following: (a) building a defense graph using BN model, and (b)

parameterizing elements of the graph. Combining these two allows us to make an inference

for likelihood, hence risk.

In order to model a defense graph for a GPS component, all possible ways to detect

counterfeit GPS signals must be considered. Here, six most e↵ective anti-spoofing techniques

are selected. Each technique includes di↵erent elements for sensing abnormalities. Figure 3.4

shows a defense BN model for a GPS component obtained from cause-and-e↵ect relationships

among the elements of anti-spoofing techniques. These techniques are well studied in [82, 68,

63, 58, 77]. As can be seen, each technique (e.g., timing check) contains a few elements (e.g.,

clock consistency) to sense environment and send the required data for processing purposes.

However, there is a possibility for an attacker to defeat an anti-spoofing technique which

leads us to likelihood.
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To find the value of likelihood, we need to determine the prior probability of each

element and the conditional probability between the elements in the graph. We employ three

approaches to make these evaluations: (a) EVITA as a risk assessment model, (b) CVSS that

uses existing databases such as the National Vulnerability Database (NVD), and (c) several

studies that have already addressed similar issues (e.g., [82, 68, 83, 84]). We apply the first

two to find the prior probability and the last one to find the conditional probability. As we

mentioned in section 3.4.2, we use four parameters for EVITA evaluation. For instance, as

can be seen in Table I(b), since the summation of values is 7 and the total possible value is

12, we derive 7
12 as the probability of detection for ToA. In CVSS, we consider two major

concepts in calculating the scores: the base score (BS) and the temporal score (TS). The

BS quantifies the intrinsic attribute of each vulnerability, which is independent of time and

user environment. The TS, however, assesses the vulnerability based on properties that

might change over time. Using BS and TS scores, the CVSS generates a value from 0 to 10

that can be simply converted to a probability by dividing the score over 10 [85]. Table 3.2

indicates the values of prior probabilities based on EVITA and CVSS. To obtain conditional

probabilities between graph nodes, we use previous literature to consider all dependencies

between anti-spoofing elements. We define four discrete probability levels w.r.t. the accuracy

of anti-spoofing methods: 0.995 (almost sure), 0.99 (probable), 0.95 (highly expected), and

0.90 (expected). These values represent ✓is in the CPT table of Figure 3.3(b). For instance,

Table 3.3 shows a CPT using CVSS for the timing check unit. CPTs for the rest of the

anti-spoofing techniques can be obtained in the same fashion. Having a BN graphical model

and its corresponding CPTs, the next step is to perform an inference to find likelihood for

the GPS component.

3.5.2 Evaluation and Discussion

In what follows, we evaluate likelihood of threats and risks using equations (3.7) and

(3.5). To obtain likelihood, we apply Bayesian inference. We initially determine the states

of BN model and their roles for detection. It is shown in Figure 3.4 that there are 16 nodes,
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Table 3.4: Likelihood of threats and risk probabilities for a sample of combinations of GPS
anti-spoofing techniques.

Authentication (Aut)

Aut, Timing Check (CT)

Aut, CT, and
Signal Processing (SP)

Aut, CT, SP, and
Amp/Pwr Monitoring (APM)

Aut, CT, SP, APM,
and RAIM/INS

Aut, CT, SP, APM,
RAIM/INS, and VSD

Anti-attack GPS
Techniques RiskRisk

CVSS EVITAAnti tt k GPS CVSS EVITA

Likelihood RiskLikelihood

0.0599 0.0499 0.04400.0528

0.02080.02500.03020.0362

0.0098 0.0081 0.00580.0071

0.0014 0.00110.00190.0022

0.00080.0009 0.00030.0004

6.5 ⇥ 10�57.8 ⇥ 10�51.1 ⇥ 10�41.3 ⇥ 10�4

1 % 5 % 10 %

0.0533

0.0300

0.0087

0.0018

0.0005

0.0001

0.0554

0.0509

0.0173

0.0043

0.0015

0.0004

0.0580

0.0823

0.0334

0.0104

0.0042

0.0013

Likelihood (EVITA) + Errors

each of which has two states that provide 216 possible states. By employing CPTs such

as Table 3.3, these states are reduced to 26. Then, we apply equation (3.7) to obtain the

posterior probability of fake GPS signal detection (likelihood) given the incorporated anti-

spoofing techniques. Assuming impact = 0.833 given by Table 3.1(a) for a GPS component,

we can derive the risk defined in (3.5).

Table 3.4 shows resulted beliefs for likelihood and risk. Since all the 26 states could

not be shown here, a few combinations are selected. It can be seen that the likelihood and

the risk of threats are generally decreased by utilizing a higher number of countermeasures.

For instance, based on EVITA, the likelihood of attack could be reduced from 5.3% to less

than 0.1% and 0.01% by using, respectively, five and six anti-spoofing techniques instead

of just one. As can be noted, results for CVSS and EVITA are close to each other. This

is not surprising, as the prior probabilities of anti-spoofing elements (Table 3.2) are also

close. This type of analysis could also help in choosing the number and type of anti-attack

techniques to be deployed in the presence of energy, size, and cost limitations. Furthermore,

in order to study the resilience of the proposed model, the likelihood of threats is evaluated

for di↵erent levels of errors. The cause of these errors could vary from noise and inaccurate

processing of data to hardware problems in deployed countermeasures. It can be seen that
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threat likelihood, hence the risk, can be contained to small values, particularly for small

errors, when five or more countermeasures are present.

3.6 Summary

We have introduced a framework using a Bayesian defense graph to study the cyber-

security of AVs. In particular, we have employed risk assessment models such as EVITA

to study the threat likelihood and risk for vulnerable components in AVs in the presence of

countermeasures. In a case study, we have applied this framework to infer a belief for the

likelihood of threats and risks for GPS signals. Our results confirm that the likelihood of

threats can be reduced to 0.01% depending on what anti-spoofing techniques are employed.

Future work will focus on the impact of cooperation between vehicles to improve the security

of an AV.
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CHAPTER 4

MISBEHAVIOR DETECTION IN EPHEMERAL NETWORKS: A LOCAL

VOTING GAME IN PRESENCE OF UNCERTAINTY

Emerging short-lived (ephemeral) connections between wireless mobile devices have

raised concerns over the security of ephemeral networks. An important security challenge

in these networks is to identify misbehaving nodes, especially in places where a centrally

managed station is absent. To tackle this problem, a local voting-based scheme (game) in

which neighboring nodes quickly decide whether to discredit an accused (target) node in

mobile networks has been introduced in the literature. However, nodes’ beliefs and reactions

significantly a↵ect the outcome of target node identification in the collaboration. In this

work, a plain Bayesian game between a benign node and a target node in one stage of a

local voting-based scheme is proposed in order to capture uncertainties of nodes for target

node identification. In this context, the expected utilities (payo↵s) of players in the game

are defined according to uncertainties of nodes regarding their monitoring systems, the type

of target node and participants, and the outcome of the cooperation. Meanwhile, incentives

are o↵ered in payo↵s in order to promote cooperation in the network. To discourage nodes

from abusing incentives, a variable-benefit approach that rewards each player according to

the value of their contribution to the game is introduced. Then, possible equilibrium points

between a benign node and a malicious node are derived using a pure-strategy Bayesian Nash

equilibrium (BNE) and a mixed-strategy BNE, ensuring that no node is able to improve its

payo↵s by changing its strategy. Finally, the behavior of malicious and benign nodes is

studied via simulations. Specifically, it is shown how the aforementioned uncertainties and

the designed incentives impact the strategies of the players and, consequently, the correct

target-node identification.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 provides a short

background for game theory. The introduction of the work is provided in presented in section
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4.2. Section 4.3 devotes for a brief overview of the related work and elaborates on what

distinguishes our work from the rest. Section 4.4 describes the proposed system model that

includes a game-theoretic model, payo↵ design, and an adaptive benefit scheme in the game.

Section 4.5 applies Bayesian game analysis to derive equilibrium points in the proposed

model. Section 4.6 is devoted to extensive numerical results. Section 4.7 summarizes the

chapter.

4.1 Background

Game theory is the branch of mathematics concerned with the analysis of strategies

for dealing with competitive situations where the outcome of a participant’s choice of action

is critically dependent on the actions of other participants. Game theory has been applied in

di↵erent contexts from computer science to business and biology [86]. It provides accounting

tools to ease the study of interdependent situations where the logic becomes very complicated.

To begin, a famous simple game called prisoner dilemma is presented. In this game,

it is presumed that two suspects are arrested. The police think that the subjects were trying

to rob a store. However, they can only prove that the suspects were trespassing. Hence,

the police need one of the suspects to rat out the other. Here, three scenarios could happen

while they are in custody. First, none of the suspects confesses to the robbery. In this case,

the punishment will be one month of jail time for each, simply due to trespassing. Second,

one suspect confesses and one does not. In this case, the police reward the one who confesses

with his/her freedom but will punish the suspect who kept quiet with 12 months of jail time.

Finally, if both of suspects confess, then each of them will get 8 months of jail time. These

numbers are referred to as payo↵s of the game. All scenarios are shown in Figure 4.1. It

is obvious that each thief wants to minimize his/her own punishment. Now, the question

becomes what will happen? To check this, assume that player 1 (P1) keeps quiet. Knowing

this, player 2 (P2) would confess rather than remaining silent, because 0 month of jail time

is better than one month of jail time for him. Consequently, P1 receives 12 months of jail
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time, while P2 is freed. This scenario is shown in the top right corner of Figure 4.1. Based

on this fact, P1 decides to confess. In this scenario, P2 confesses instead of remaining silent,

because 8 months of jail time is better than 12 months of jail time. Therefore, both players

confessing means that each of them gets 8 months of jail time. This is shown in bottom right

corner of Figure 4.1. This strategy is referred to as Nash equilibrium (NE). NE is actually

a set of strategies, one for each player, such that no player has incentive to change his/her

individual strategy. NE is inherently stable and only cares about individual deviations rather

than group deviations. It is worth mentioning that if the summation of all payo↵s for each

player in a game is zero, then the game is called a zero-sum game.

Games can be divided into four general groups based on information and timing.

The information of a game is complete, if the payo↵s are known for all players, otherwise

information is incomplete. Players can also play simultaneously or sequentially. Figure 4.2

shows all types with solution strategies for each case. The prison dilemma explained above

is an example of complete simultaneous game which led to a NE solution for both players.

In what follows, we describe a sequential game that is based on a local voting-based game.

This game has been used to recognize and revoke malicious nodes in ephemeral vehicular

networks [11, 12, 13].
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4.2 Introduction

4.2.1 Motivation

The proliferation of temporal peer-to-peer communication between wireless devices

gives rise to the formation of short-lived (ephemeral) networks due to the unpredictable

existence of mobile nodes. Ephemeral networks are pervasive over a variety of applications,

such as vehicular ad hoc networks, mobile social networks, wireless sensor networks, etc.

[87, 88, 89, 90]. These networks are attractive to malicious nodes so they join and manipulate

sensed data, thereby influencing network performance [91]. For example, in the case of

vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), a malicious vehicle can inject false information to its

neighbors and trigger a serious problem on the road. In addition to data manipulation or

sending false information, a malicious node can compromise the vehicle’s routing e�ciency

by not forwarding the packets that it received in the network. Therefore, an important

security improvement in ephemeral networks is to reveal the type of nodes, either benign

or malicious, especially in places where centrally managed stations are absent. In such

transitory distributed networks, quick cooperation among neighboring nodes can provide

e↵ective solutions toward improving network performance [92, 93]. However, nodes are

usually selfish and reluctant to cooperate, simply because they must use their resources. In

addition, each node has some inherent uncertainties in a collaboration, including the type

of participants, the accuracy of its own components (e.g., detection system), the value of its

contribution, and attainable outcomes, all of which a↵ect the node’s decision about whether

to participate. In this respect, it is crucial to provide incentives according to di↵erent

reactions of nodes under uncertainty in order to achieve malicious-node detection.

4.2.2 Related Work

A variety of precise and e↵ective schemes have been proposed to detect misbehaving

nodes. The authors in [94] [95] have provided a comprehensive literature review on misbehav-

ior detection in cyber-physical systems (CPSs) and intelligent transportation systems, which

covered a variety of solutions for transient networks wherein nodes have di↵erent limitations.
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In particular, Liu et al. [96] studied the interactions between an attacker and a defender in

order to detect misbehaving nodes in ad hoc networks. They considered scenarios where a

malicious node can either attack or not attack a benign node, while the defender may be in

a monitoring or non-monitoring state. The interactions between players were analyzed by

game theory, which is a powerful tool to obtain the best strategies of independent decision

makers [97]. Although this work clearly described the individual interactions and uncer-

tainties between two agents, it did not consider the identification of a misbehaving node for

all nodes in the network. Another approach for misbehavior detection is to use reputation

systems for which a history of credits is built for nodes based on their past behavior in the

network. However, this method needs a database that can be created over time, and nodes

may have to continuously monitor their neighbors [98]. Considering short time connections

between nodes, reputation systems do not appear to be a proper approach in ephemeral

networks [11].

In other work, a local revocation process is introduced to consider the dynamic nature

of ephemeral networks [11, 13, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. In the revocation process, a benign

node as an initiator is assumed to detect (or become suspicious of) a malicious node and

broadcasts its identification (ID) as a target node or an accused node. Then, other benign

neighboring nodes run a local voting-based scheme to decide whether to discredit the target

node. Scholars in [11, 13, 99] studied the local revocation process as a sequential voting game

in which a benign node can choose one of three strategies with regard to (w.r.t.) a target

node: voting, abstaining, or self-sacrificing. A benign node chooses between a voting strategy

or an abstaining strategy based on its economic considerations in the game. Also, the benign

node might use a self-sacrificing strategy to declare the invalidity of its current identity as

well as the identity of the target node. Some limitations of the proposed revocation process

in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have been pointed out by Liu et al. [99]. For

example, they underlined the assumption of complete information for nodes in the game and
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proved that the identification of the target node may not be possible without considering

the rate of false positives and the rate of false negatives.

To address existing problems and introducing new approaches for misbehavior de-

tection in mobile networks, Abass et al. [100] introduced an evolutionary game wherein all

benign nodes cooperate in the voting game, focusing on unsuccessful revocation and over-

reacted revocation decisions. Scholars [102, 101] have developed a weighted voting game

based on clustering architecture to e↵ectively solve the problem of false accusation. Masdari

[103] proposed a collaborative false accusation approach to stop wrong accusations in the

network. Diakonikolas and Pavlou [105] emphasized the inverse power index problem in de-

signing weighted voting games and proved that the problem is computationally intractable

for a broad family of semi-values. In another work, Subba et al. [106] proposed an intru-

sion detection system (IDS) that employs the concept of election leaders and a hybrid IDS,

with the aim of avoiding the continuous monitoring of nodes in mobile ad hoc networks

(MANETs). These authors then extended their work in [107] by providing a multi-layer

game theory to address the problem of dynamic network topologies in VANETs. While

these e↵orts are e↵ective at minimizing the volume of IDS tra�c, they do not address the

uncertainty of nodes alongside incentives in local voting games. Others [108] have studied

the impact of incentives on misbehavior detection in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-assisted

VANETs. Silva et al. [109] proposed a voting scheme to generate a large set of novel strate-

gies from available expert-based ones. The proposed scheme selects the best strategies while

the model of opponents are considered during the game. However, this work does not focus

on identifying a malicious node in an ephemeral network.

4.2.3 Novelties and Contributions

Some di↵erences distinguish this work from other significant contributions in the

literature. First, we design a local voting game wherein the type of target node can be either

malicious or benign. This is in contrary to several papers [13, 100, 103], in which authors
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presume that a benign initiator broadcasts the ID of a malicious node as the target node.

The reason of our assumption is that every node, including malicious nodes, can accuse

others and all benign nodes do not necessarily need to know each other in the network. In

our design, nodes vote regarding the type of target node based on the accuracy and cost

of their monitoring systems as well as a pre-defined belief about the portion of malicious

nodes in the network. These considerations provide a framework in which nodes look at

their resources and potential hostile environments before taking part in the voting game.

Second, we consider that benign nodes are uncertain about the strategy of malicious nodes

in the network. This is because a malicious node might intentionally not attack a benign

node in order to obtain its support during the local voting game. This point is omitted in

the design of the local voting game in [11, 13, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. In particular, these

works mainly focused on target node identification based on the rate of participation rather

than considering the malicious node strategy of avoiding being accused. Third, we design

incentives to encourage only knowledgeable nodes (i.e., nodes that have already monitored

the target node) in the game. Otherwise, the incentives lead to many random votes in

the game, which might spoil the result of cooperation. This point is mostly overlooked

in the above literature, and [110] that studied the role of nodes’ incentives in order to

contribute to ephemeral social networks. Fourth, we consider that both benign nodes and

malicious nodes can take part in the voting game. This implies that a benign node cannot

rely solely on others’ votes, owing to misleading votes from malicious nodes. The incomplete

information of nodes in voting was not studied in the above literature, including [11, 100, 103].

Fifth, the cost of a group participating in the game (a.k.a., social cost) should be designed

based on nodes’ contributions and their uncertainties about the results. For example, a

cooperative node should be punished less than an abstaining node when the collaboration

becomes unsuccessful. Finally, a potent design should provide more rewards for decisive

votes. Although some authors studied weighted voting games [102], [111], they mainly based
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their designs on clustering heads rather than the value of a vote in the middle of a local

voting games.

We implement the points above in analyzing misbehavior detection using the local

voting-based scheme in the presence of uncertainty. Our main contributions in this work can

be summarized as follows:

• We provide a game layout between a benign player and a target node in one stage

of a local voting game using a static Bayesian game in order to detect misbehaving

nodes in an ephemeral network. In this regard, we design expected utilities (payo↵s)

that capture uncertainties (explained above) regarding detection systems, types of

participants, type of target node, and outcome of the game. We o↵er incentives in node

payo↵s in order to promote cooperation in the network. Furthermore, we introduce a

variable benefit for cooperative nodes in which rewards are adjusted according to the

value of contributions in the game. This scheme prevents nodes from abusing incentives

by pointless participation.

• We derive possible equilibrium points between a benign player and a target node in the

game using a pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) and a mixed-strategy

BNE, ensuring that no node can improve its utility by changing its strategy. The best

strategies can be adopted by malicious nodes and benign nodes w.r.t. di↵erent game

parameters.

• We provide extensive numerical results to verify the analysis and investigate the impact

of cooperation parameters and uncertainties on the identification of malicious nodes.

Our results confirm the influence of the designed incentives, hence participation rate,

on the strategies of malicious and benign nodes in an ephemeral network. We observe,

in particular, that if the participation incentives go beyond a certain limit, then correct

target-node identification will be decreased, in spite of the growing participation rate.
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4.3 Assumptions and Problem Description

4.3.1 Network Model

We study misbehavior detection in a network where nodes have short-lived con-

nections, and a centrally managed station is absent. We use a vehicular ad hoc network

(VANET) as a typical example of an ephemeral network to explain our approach. We as-

sume that nodes (e.g., vehicles) are powerful enough to have wireless communication among

themselves. We consider a contention-based medium, e.g., IEEE 802.11p in a VANET, which

can represent the nature of wireless channel access [11]. We further assume that a base sta-

tion or a certificate authority has already established the credential of the nodes; hence, each

node has a unique ID.

We assume that there are two types of nodes in the network: malicious and benign.

Malicious nodes may attack benign nodes by disseminating false information. For example,

a malicious car might inject faulty data to the sensors of the car that follows it, in order

to manipulate an optimal space between them [112]. On the other hand, a benign node is

equipped with a monitoring system to detect abnormal or counterfeit signals. For exam-

ple, an autonomous vehicle can use a set of anti-spoofing techniques to detect fake global

positioning system (GPS) signals [17]. However, benign nodes do not necessarily need to

monitor all of their neighbors, due to the cost of monitoring over all short-lived connections.

4.3.2 Local Voting Game

Nodes can participate in a local voting-based scheme (game) in order to determine the

identity of a node in the network. The voting game starts when an initiator broadcasts the

ID of a target node. Then, neighboring nodes choose either to vote or not to vote (abstain)

on type of the target node. Each node calculates its costs and benefits in order to choose a

strategy. Nodes can broadcast their decisions sequentially, and each node’s decision is made

in one stage of the game. We assume that the belief of a node w.r.t. the target node is

independently inferred and does not change (e.g., by other votes) during the game. This is

because nodes are uncertain about the correctness of other votes. In other words, a node may
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not know the types of all previous nodes that have already voted. Also, the node is unaware

of the target node’s strategy w.r.t. previous nodes. Hence, we assume that a node votes

based on its own detection system. It is worth noting that monitoring all neighboring nodes

and their interactions might be too costly for a node in an ephemeral network. The target

node is identified when the number of votes in one type (either malicious or benign) reaches

a pre-defined number. This number is denoted by nth and is studied in section 4.6.2 . If

correct (wrong) votes reach nth, then we will have correct (wrong) target node identification.

If nth is not reached during the game, then we will have undecided target node identification.

Malicious nodes and benign nodes can choose some strategies in the game. A mali-

cious node can select to attack or not to attack a benign node, while it is unaware of being

monitored. After a target node is determined, a benign node checks whether it has already

monitored the target node. If it has not monitored the target node, it will abstain from

voting, simply because it does not have any information about the node. But, if the benign

node has monitored the target node, it will calculate its payo↵s. If its voting payo↵ out-

weighs its abstaining payo↵, then the benign node will vote; otherwise, it will abstain. On

the other hand, malicious nodes vote against a benign target node and for a malicious target

node. If there is no possibility for malicious nodes to change the result of the game in their

favor, then they abstain from voting. We do not consider strategic malicious nodes that can

optimize their types of votes to collect some credits or to send multiple wrong votes (e.g.,

Sybil attack [113]).

4.3.3 Problem Definition

Figure 4.3 shows an example of a local voting game in a VANET that helps us explain

the problem. As can be seen, nodes 0, 2, and 5 are malicious, and the other nodes are benign.

We assume that node 0 is the target node and nth = 2. We also assume that node 1 casts a

correct vote, and node 2 casts a wrong vote. Now, node 3 should reveal its strategy. Here, we

study the possible reactions of node 3 (as an example of a benign node) in the game where

identification of the target node is not yet finalized. If node 3 has not monitored node 0,
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Figure 4.3: Example of local voting game in VANETs.

then it simply abstains. Otherwise, if it has already monitored node 0, it can select between

voting or abstaining. To choose its strategy, node 3 faces some uncertainties that greatly

impact its decision.

The first uncertainty of node 3 is about its own monitoring system, which has a

predefined detection rate and false alarm rate. For example, the monitoring system of node

3 might recognize node 0 as benign, even though it is malicious. Next, node 0 might choose

not to attack node 3 in order to produce a wrong perception. Hence, node 3, even if not

attacked by node 0, would still be uncertain about the type of node 0. In addition, node

3 might not have monitored nodes 1 and 2; hence, it cannot vote based on previous votes.

Moreover, node 3 may not have monitored all remaining nodes in the voting game, so it

cannot count on their correct votes. This implies that the node is also uncertain about the

outcome of the game, which potentially a↵ects its decision. Nevertheless, incentives should be

o↵ered to encourage node 3 (and others) in cooperation. This could also avoid the formation

of free-riders (i.e., nodes that benefit from the results without making any contributions

[114]) in the network. It is worth noting that, depending on the stage of the game, a node’s

strategy could make a di↵erent level of impact on the results. For instance, if node 3 abstains,

then the vote of node 4 is absolutely necessary for correct target identification (nth = 2).

Hence, incentives should be o↵ered w.r.t. the value of a contribution.

On the other hand, malicious nodes are aware of an existing voting game in the

network. That is, a malicious node knows that it might become a target node. The objective

of a malicious node is to maximize the level of its aggressiveness in the network without being
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identified. However, it is uncertain about being monitored by a benign node, and the strategy

of a benign node in the game (i.e., voting or abstaining). In contrast, a benign node knows

that some of its neighbors may be malicious. The objective of a monitoring benign node

is to choose a strategy with the aim of target node identification. However, a benign node

has some limitations in its detection system. Also, it is uncertain about the strategies of

malicious nodes and, therefore, is uncertain about the type of the target node. Taking these

points into consideration, our goal is the following:

• To design payo↵s for a benign node w.r.t. the explained uncertainties and the value of

its contribution in the game,

• To determine the best strategies for malicious nodes and benign nodes.

We address the first problem in section IV by considering the following: (i) the vote

of a benign node that could be either correct or incorrect; (ii) the probability of correct

target node identification in each stage, which is mainly based on votes that have already

been cast; and (iii) the impact of a benign node’s strategy on correct, wrong, and undecided

target node identification. We address the second problem in section V. In particular, we

develop one stage of the voting game as a Bayesian game to study the reactions of a benign

node w.r.t. a target node. This helps us understand the best strategies of both types of

nodes in the network.

To find the best strategies of players in the game, one could employ the concept

of subgame perfect equilibrium, wherein nodes have complete information in a sequential

game. However, as explained above, complete information does not seem to be a realistic

assumption for nodes in an ephemeral network. Hence, we do not apply this concept to

our model. Another solution is to use the concept of perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) in

dynamic Bayesian games to capture the incomplete information of nodes. In this context, a

node needs to update its belief regarding its opponent’s type according to the game evolution.

However, we believe that the belief of a benign player regarding the type of target node should
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not change by other votes during the game because of existing uncertainties about the types

of neighboring nodes, their interactions, and the cost of monitoring over all neighbors in an

ephemeral network. In principle, we assume that nodes are relying on their own detection

systems to vote on the type of the target node. In this regard, we can not properly apply

the concept of PBE to our model.

On the other hand, a Bayesian game is general enough to capture many scenarios

between attackers and defenders in one stage of the game [114]. In particular, we can

consider a potential attacker as a target node that chooses to attack or not to attack a

benign node, and the benign player that can vote or abstain in one stage of the game. One

advantage of applying Bayesian games to our model is that nodes independently infer the

type of a target node using a detection system, and they do not need to know the type of

all neighbors and their interactions with each other. In other words, a node can e�ciently

select its strategy according to the BNE that maximizes its expected utility with a set of

parameters. However, one drawback of using BNE is that a benign node requires a sensible

prior belief regarding the type of neighboring nodes. We let µ denote the prior belief of

benign nodes about the portion of malicious nodes in a network (parameters are described

in section 4.4.1). In practice, a node should be able to adjust the values of µ according to its

knowledge of an environment. Nodes could assign a high value for µ in potentially hostile

places such as crowded areas in mega cities, and a low value for µ in safe places such as rural

areas.

4.4 Problem Formulation

In this section, we first introduce a set of parameters that are required to define the

underlying game. Next, we provide some definitions to facilitate the explanation of our

model. Then, we design payo↵s that include individual beliefs and available voting informa-

tion in the game. Finally, we propose a variable-benefit scheme that rewards participants

according to the value of their contributions.
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nr

Figure 4.4: kth stage of the game, where nv1, nv2, and nr denote the number of correct,
incorrect, and remaining votes, respectively, and nl refers to the total number of nodes left

to vote.

4.4.1 Parameters

To describe our model, we need to define a set of given parameters to design player’s

payo↵s in the game. We list these parameters in Table 4.1. To begin, we assume that a

benign node holds an asset with a security value of w, where w > 0. This parameter is

considered in order to count for the value of a vulnerable asset in benign nodes that can be

exploited by malicious nodes. A malicious node could compromise the asset by paying the

cost of an attack, denoted by ca. In contrast, a benign node protects its asset by monitoring

for attacks, with probability Pm. This monitoring costs cm for the node, and all costs are

positive. It is rational to assume that w > ca and w > cm. Otherwise, the attacker and the

benign node lose their motivation to attack and to protect the asset, respectively. A benign

node assigns a prior probability of µ for its neighbors to be malicious. We measure the

performance of the monitoring system by considering the following: (i) ↵, which represents

the detection rate (i.e., true positive rate), and (ii) �, which denotes the false alarm (i.e.,

false positive rate) for detecting abnormalities. It is sensible to expect that ↵ > 0.5 > �.

It is assumed that n nodes are in a neighboring area. Each benign node can vote by

paying cv as the cost of voting. The benefit of a correct strategy and the punishment of an

incorrect strategy for a benign node are denoted by b and �b, respectively. To generalize the

analysis, we design the game at one stage, say the kth stage, in which the type of a target

node has not yet been determined. Until this stage, it can be assumed that nv1 votes in one

type (e.g. malicious) and nv2 votes in another type (e.g. benign) have already been cast for

the type of target node. We let nr denote the number of remaining votes required to identify

the target node. Therefore, nr = nth � nv1 or nr = nth � nv2, depending on the belief of the
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Table 4.1: List of parameters in alphabetical order.

Meaning
�
�

pk

w

cm

ca

cv

b

cgm

cgb

nv1

nv2

nth

Symbols
Probability of detection (true positive)

Probability of false alarm (false positive)

Value of an asset

Cost of attack

Cost of voting

n Total number of nodes

Probability of monitoringPm

nl

nr

µ

Cost of monitoring of an asset

Prior probability of node being malicious

Cost of group for incorrect identification of
benign target node

malicious target node
Cost of group for incorrect identification of

Number of nodes left at kth stage

Number of required votes at kth stage
to identify target node

Number of required votes to identify target node
Number of correct votes for target node
Number of incorrect votes for target node

Benefit of correct strategy

Probability of attack for malicious PLT

Probability of voting for monitoring PLBs
q

� Probability of a remaining node stays in the neighborhood

�b Punishment of incorrect strategy

kth node on the type of target node. Also, there are nl nodes left in the game. Figure 4.4

helps us understand these parameters. We use pk to denote the probability of correct target

node identification at the kth stage. It is assumed that the cost of the group (neighboring

nodes) for the incorrect identification of a malicious target node and a benign target node

are cgm and cgb, respectively.

A malicious node can choose to either attack or not attack a benign node based on

its information in the game. In this regard, the probability of attack is considered and it is

denoted by q in the analysis. Likewise, a node can choose to either vote or not vote. This

is captured by defining the probability of voting and is denoted by s in the analysis. It

is worth noting that a node considers di↵erent parameters to select its strategy, including
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the accuracy of the monitoring system, costs, benefits, punishments, and the probabilities

introduced here. Equipped with these parameters, we are able to design the expected payo↵s

for players in the game.

4.4.2 Game Definition and Notations

Here, we provide some definitions in order to facilitate the description of our model.

Definition 1: A Bayesian game G is defined by a tuple (N,A,⇥, µ, U), where N is

a set of players, A is a set of actions, ⇥ is a set of players’ types, µ is a common prior, and

U is a set of utilities. These are defined as follows:

• N = (PLT, PLB), where PLT is a target node and PLB is a benign player.

• A = (aPLT , aPLB), where aPLT 2
�
attack, not attack

 
, and aPLB 2

�
vote, abstain

 
.

• ⇥ = (✓PLT , ✓PLB), where ✓PLT 2
�
malicious, benign

 
, and ✓PLB 2

�
benign

 
.

• Prior belief: PLB assigns µ for PLT being malicious, and PLB’s type is common

knowledge.

• U = (u, v), where u refers to PLB’s payo↵, and v refers to PLT’s payo↵.

Figure 4.5 shows the strategic form of the game G, where rows and columns indicate

the actions of a target node and a benign player, respectively. As can be seen, each window

includes pairs of payo↵s (uz, vz), where 1  z  9, and the subscript z refers to the actions

of both PLB and PLT in one scenario. For example, (u1, v1) at top left window in Figure

4.5 corresponds to voting PLB and attacking PLT. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, we need to

define uz and vz to provide the layout of the game.

Definition 2: Each player’s payo↵ can be defined as the summation of an individual

payo↵ and a group payo↵ as follows:

uz = uz,i + uz,g, (4.1)

vz = vz,i + vz,g, (4.2)
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Not

Vote Abstain

Attack

Vote Abstain

Not
Attack

Malicious node, µ Benign node, 1 � µ

PLT

PLB

(u1, v1)

⇣
Pm u2 + (1 � Pm) u3,

Pm v2 + (1 � Pm) v3

⌘

Pm v5 + (1 � Pm) v6

⌘

⇣
Pm u5 + (1 � Pm) u6,

⇣
Pm u8 + (1 � Pm) u9,

Pm v8 + (1 � Pm) v9

⌘

PLB

Figure 4.5: Players’ payo↵s in the game relative to a benign player (PLB) and malicious or
benign target node (PLT).

where uz,i and vz,i denote individual payo↵s, and uz,g and vz,g denote group payo↵s. The

individual payo↵ only considers interactions between two players, while the group payo↵

accounts for the impact of a player’s strategy on all members in the neighborhood.

It is worth noting that the group payo↵s capture the impact of a node’s strategy

on the security of all nodes in the network. This comes from a node by either voting or

abstaining in the voting game. Group payo↵ also provides a framework to capture incentives

for promoting cooperation in the game. In particular, the collaboration of nodes for malicious

node identification would reward them, while abstaining from the collaboration could punish

them in the game. These rewards and penalties are included in the group payo↵ of a node,

because they relate to actions that impact all nodes in the network. The following section

describes the design of both individual and group payo↵s in detail.

4.4.3 Payo↵ Design

In what follows, we describe individual payo↵s and group payo↵s and find all uz and

vz shown in Figure 4.5. Individual payo↵s account for the costs and benefit of monitoring

and non-monitoring, whereas group payo↵s account for the costs and benefits of voting or

abstaining from the game. The incentives of the game, including benefits and punishments,

are considered in the group payo↵s. This means that a node measures its group payo↵ before

choosing its strategy. Initially, we focus on obtaining individual payo↵s, i.e., uz,i. Then, we
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explain group payo↵s, i.e., uz,g. Finally, we use definition 2 to add individual and group

payo↵s to obtain all uz and vz.

Individual payo↵s

To study individual interactions between two nodes, note that a malicious node could

choose either to attack or not to attack a benign node. Also, the benign node could be either

in a monitoring state or a non-monitoring state. Hence, we have four possible scenarios

between a malicious node and a benign node:

• A monitoring PLB faces an attacking PLT.

• A non-monitoring PLB faces an attacking PLT.

• A monitoring PLB faces a non-attacking PLT.

• A non-monitoring PLB faces a non-attacking PLT.

What follows is a study of the payo↵s for these scenarios to evaluate related uz,i and vz,i.

Scenario I: A monitoring PLB faces an attacking PLT. Here, the monitoring PLB

pays �cm as the cost of monitoring. However, it gains (2↵ � 1)w from its detection system.

This is because the expected gain of the PLB relates to the true positive rate (↵) and the

false negative rate (1 � ↵) of its detection system, i.e., ↵w � (1 � ↵)w. Therefore, the

individual payo↵ of a monitoring PLB in this scenario is equal to �cm + (2↵ � 1)w. This

payo↵ corresponds to u1,i and u2,i, where the PLT attacks a monitoring PLB. Hence,

u1,i = u2,i = �cm + (2↵ � 1)w. (4.3)

On the other hand, the PLT pays �ca as the cost of the attack. The loss of the PLT

can be assumed as the negative gain of the PLB’s individual payo↵ [96], i.e. �(2↵ � 1)w.

Therefore, the individual payo↵ for an attacking malicious PLT in this scenario equals �ca�
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(2↵ � 1)w. This payo↵ corresponds to v1,i and v2,i. Hence,

v1,i = v2,i = �ca � (2↵ � 1)w. (4.4)

Scenario II: A non-monitoring PLB faces an attacking PLT. Here, the non-monitoring

PLB does not pay the cost of monitoring but loses its asset as a result of being in a non-

monitoring state and attacking the PLT. Therefore, the individual payo↵ of a non-monitoring

PLB in this scenario is equal to �w. This payo↵ corresponds to u3,i. Hence,

u3,i = �w (4.5)

On the other hand, the PLT pays �ca as the cost of the attack, and its gain is equal

to the loss of the non-monitoring PLB, i.e. +w. Therefore, the individual payo↵ for an

attacking malicious PLT in this scenario equals �ca + w. This payo↵ corresponds to v3,i.

Hence,

v3,i = �ca + w. (4.6)

Scenario III: A monitoring PLB faces a non-attacking PLT. Here, a monitoring PLB

pays �cm as the cost of monitoring. However, since the PLT is in a non-attacking state,

any possible detection comes from its false alarm rate, i.e., ��w. Therefore, the individual

payo↵ of a monitoring PLB in this scenario is equal to �cm � �w. This payo↵ corresponds

to u4,i, u5,i, u7,i, and u8,i. Hence,

u4,i = u5,i = u7,i = u8,i = �cm � �w. (4.7)

The non-attacking PLT does not gain or lose in the interaction. Thus,

v4,i = v5,i = v7,i = v8,i = 0. (4.8)
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Scenario IV: A non-monitoring PLB faces a non-attacking PLT. Here, since there has

been neither an attack from the PLT nor monitoring from the PLB, we have 0 payo↵. This

payo↵ corresponds to u6,i, u9,i, v6,i, and v9,i. Hence,

u6,i = v6,i = u9,i = v9,i = 0. (4.9)

Having uz,i and vz,i in hand, we continue defining uz,g and vz,g to be able to use

definition 2 and obtain all payo↵s.

Group payo↵s

To study group payo↵s, note that a monitoring PLB can choose between voting and

abstaining on the type of PLT in the game. A non-monitoring PLB always chooses to abstain

from voting because it does not have any information about PLT. In this respect, we can

study group payo↵s by considering four scenarios:

• Monitoring PLB faces an attacking malicious PLT.

• Monitoring PLB faces a non-attacking malicious PLT.

• Monitoring PLB faces a (non-attacking) benign PLT.

• PLB is in a non-monitoring state.

In the first three scenarios, we study the voting and abstaining strategies of a mon-

itoring PLB w.r.t. the probability of correct target node identification (pk) in the game.

This is because the target node is not yet identified in the network; hence, the PLB should

consider the probability of correct, wrong, or undecided target node identification before

choosing its strategy. In this regard, we use Figure 4.6(a) to show the dependency between

a monitoring PLB’s strategy and pk. As shown, the left column corresponds to the player’s

voting strategy and the right column corresponds to its abstaining strategy. Also, the top

row (labeled pk) refers to the case that the target node is correctly identified in the game,
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pkb � cv 0

�cv

�cv � cgm

�(1 � pk)b

pkb

�cgm

(a) (b)

�cv � cgb

(c)

pkb � cv 0

�(1 � pk)b
�cgm

�(1 � pk)b
�cgb

�cv � cgm

Vote AbstainVote Abstain

pk

1 � pk

Vote Abstain

pk

1 � pk

Figure 4.6: Group payo↵s: (a) for a monitoring benign player in general, which is then
broken down to the following scenarios: (b) malicious target node has attacked a

monitoring benign node, (c) malicious target node has not attacked a monitoring benign
node, and (d) benign target node versus a monitoring benign node.

and the lower row (labeled 1 � pk) refers to the case that the target node is not correctly

identified in the game. In this figure, X, Y, Z, and W denote payo↵s for di↵erent possible

cases. For example, X in the top left window in Figure 4.6(a) represents the case where the

PLB votes and target node is correctly identified in the game. We will design X, Y, Z, and

W for di↵erent scenarios between the PLT and a monitoring PLB. Using Figure 4.6(a), we

define group payo↵s for the voting and abstaining strategies of the PLB.

Definition 3: Considering two possible outcomes for target node identification, de-

noted by pk and 1 � pk in Figure 4.6(a), we define two group payo↵s for possible strategies

of a monitoring PLB at the kth stage:

ug (vote) = pk (X) + (1 � pk)(Z), (4.10)

ug (abstain) = pk (Y ) + (1 � pk)(W ), (4.11)

where the payo↵ of each strategy is weighted by the corresponding probabilities.
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In the last scenario, since a non-monitoring PLB always abstains from voting regard-

less of the PLT’s strategy, its group payo↵ depends on other nodes’ actions in the game. In

what follows, we study payo↵s for all the above scenarios to evaluate related uz,g and vz,g.

As can be seen by Eqs. (4.10)-(4.11), pk plays an important role in the payo↵s. In

this respect, we obtain pk to evaluate the voting and abstaining strategies of players. It is

noteworthy that the value of pk increases when the PLB votes correctly. We use � to denote

this improvement in pk.

Lemma 1. pk and � can be written as follows:

pk =
nlX

i=nr

✓
nl

i

◆ �
ps
�i �

1 � ps
�nl�i

, (4.12)

� =

✓
nl

nr � 1

◆ �
ps
�nr�1 �

1 � ps
�nl�(nr�1)

, (4.13)

where ps , �(1 � µ)↵Pm represents the probability of correct target identification by a re-

maining node in the game.

Proof. To obtain pk, note that nv1 and nv2 votes have already been cast until the kth stage,

while there are nl nodes left in the game. To derive a closed form for pk, note the following:

(i) If nr ¿ nl, then pk = 0, which means that the number of left nodes is less than the number

of required votes to identify the PLT; (ii) if nr = 0, then pk = 1, which implies that the PLT

has been already identified; (iii) pk directly depends on nl and their type; and (iv) if nr is

reduced, then pk will be increased. Taking these points into account, pk can be written in the

form of eq. (4.12), where ps represents the probability of correct target node identification.

For instance, assume n = 10, k = 7 (i.e., nl = 3), ps = 1/3, and nth = 4. Under such

assumptions, if nv1 = 0 (i.e., nr = 4), then equation (4.12) yields pk = 0 because of the first

condition. If nv1 = 4 (i.e., nr = 0), then eq. (4.12) yields pk = 1 because of the second

condition. Also, substituting nr = 1 and nr = 3, respectively, yields pk = 0.7 and pk ⇡ 0.04,

which confirm the last condition. We can define ps = �(1 � µ)↵Pm, where � represents the
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probability of a remaining node to be in the network and 1 � µ is the probability of the

remaining node to be benign.

Since � is defined as the di↵erence that a correct vote can make in pk, we have

� = pk(voting) � pk(abstaining),

) � =
nlX

i=nr�1

✓
nl

i

◆ �
ps
�i �

1 � ps
�nl�i �

nlX

i=nr

✓
nl

i

◆ �
ps
�i �

1 � ps
�nl�i

, (4.14)

which yields eq. (4.13).

Scenario I: The monitoring PLB faces the attacking malicious PLT, which relates to

the first row of Figure 4.5. The group payo↵s in this scenario correspond to u1,g, u2,g, v1,g,

and v2,g. Figure 4.6(b) shows the voting payo↵ (i.e., u1,g) and the abstaining payo↵ (i.e.,

u2,g) for a monitoring PLB w.r.t. pk. As can be seen in Figure 4.6(b), �cv in the left column

(i.e., vote) represents the cost of voting. Also, �cgm in the lower row (i.e., 1�pk) denotes the

cost of incorrect identification for a malicious target node. The reward for voting in correct

target identification (top left window) and the punishment of abstaining in incorrect target

identification (bottom right window) are represented by bpk and �b(1 � pk), respectively.

These are proportional to pk because the player’s expected outcome is entangled with the

probability of correct target node identification (pk) in the middle of the game. The reward

and the punishment are considered (as incentives) to encourage nodes in cooperation. Using

Figure 4.6(b) along with equations (4.10) and (4.11) in definition 3, we have

u1,g = pk ⇥
�
pkb � cv

�
+
�
1 � pk

�
⇥
�

� cv � cgm
�
,

) u1,g = p2kb � cv � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.15)

u2,g = pk ⇥
�
0
�
+
�
1 � pk

�
⇥
�

� (1 � pk)b � cgm
�
,

) u2,g = �(1 � pk)
2b � (1 � pk)cgm. (4.16)
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Figure 4.7: Group payo↵s for monitoring benign node relative to pk.

We also define group payo↵s for the PLT in this scenario by (1 � pk)cgm, which

indicates the inverse proportional relationship between pk and the gain of the malicious

PLT. Hence, we have

v1,g = v2,g = (1 � pk)cgm. (4.17)

In order to better understand the impact of a node’s group payo↵ on selecting its

strategy, we provide a plot in Figure 4.7 that shows voting payo↵s (i.e., u1,g) and abstaining

payo↵s (i.e., u2,g) of PLB w.r.t. di↵erent pks in this scenario. Here, it is assumed that

cv = 1, b = 1.5, and cgm = 2. As can be seen, depending on the value of pk, voting payo↵s

can outweigh abstaining payo↵s, and vice versa. For example, voting payo↵s are dominant

for pk < 0.2, which means that the player votes in this interval of pk. In fact, voting is

an attempt by PLB to increase pk and avoid an incorrect outcome of the game. The main

motivation of the player, however, comes from the game’s punishment. That is, the cost

of voting is lower than the punishment of the game when the malicious target node is not

correctly identified. In other words, if pk ! 0, then �cv > �(1�pk)b (see lower row of Figure

4.6(a)). Therefore, the player votes not only to increase pk but also to avoid punishment

in the game. The same reasoning can be used for other intervals of pk, i.e., pk > 0.8 and
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0.2 < pk < 0.8, to determine the motivations of the player for voting and abstaining in the

game.

Scenario II: The monitoring PLB faces the non-attacking malicious PLT, which relates

to the second row of Figure 4.5. The group payo↵s in this scenario correspond to u4,g, u5,g,

v4,g, and v5,g. Figure 4.6(c) shows the voting payo↵ (i.e., u4,g) and the abstaining payo↵ (i.e.,

u5,g) for a monitoring PLB w.r.t. pk. Here, a monitoring PLB might unintentionally support

a malicious PLT by its vote because the malicious PLT is in a non-attacking state. In this

regard, we define a penalty by �(1 � pk)b for voting in an incorrect target identification

(bottom left window), and a reward by pkb for abstaining in a correct target identification

(top right window). This prevents the PLB from blind voting (solely to gain the benefit of

collaboration) when it did not sense abnormalities from a node. Using Figure 4.6(c) along

with equations (4.10) and (4.11) in definition 3, we have

u4,g = pk
�

� cv
�
+
�
1 � pk

��
� (1 � pk)b � cv � cgm

�
,

) u4,g = �(1 � pk)
2b � cv � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.18)

u5,g = pk ⇥
�
pkb

�
+
�
1 � pk

�
⇥
�

� cgm
�
,

) u5,g = p2kb � (1 � pk)cgm. (4.19)

Since the malicious PLT is in a non-attacking mode, we define v4,g = v5,g = 0, which

implies that the non-attacking PLT does not gain or lose in this scenario.

Scenario III: The monitoring PLB faces a (non-attacking) benign PLT, which relates

to the third row of Figure 4.5. The group payo↵s in this scenario correspond to u7,g, u8,g,

v7,g, and v8,g. Figure 4.6(d) shows the voting payo↵ (i.e., u7,g) and the abstaining payo↵

(i.e., u8,g) for a monitoring PLB w.r.t. pk. The design of payo↵s in Figure 4.6(d) is quite

similar to scenario I in Figure 4.6(b), where cgm is replaced by cgb. Hence, the reasoning for

this scenario follows the same lines as scenario I. Using Figure 4.6(c) along with equations
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(4.10) and (4.11) in definition 3, we have

u7,g = pk ⇥
�
pkb � cv

�
+
�
1 � pk

�
⇥
�

� cv � cgb
�
,

) u7,g = p2kb � cv � (1 � pk)cgb, (4.20)

u8,g = pk ⇥
�
0
�
+
�
1 � pk

�
⇥
�

� (1 � pk)b � cgb
�
,

) u8,g = �(1 � pk)
2b � (1 � pk)cgb. (4.21)

Since benign PLT is in a non-attacking mode, we have v7,g = v8,g = 0.

Scenario IV: The PLB is in a non-monitoring state. In this case, the PLB abstains

from voting, regardless of the PLT’s strategy. The group payo↵s in this scenario correspond

to u3,g, u6,g, u9,g, v3,g, v6,g, and v9,g. To define u3,g and u6,g, where the PLT is malicious,

we know that the non-monitoring PLB completely relies on other nodes for target node

identification. If pk = 1, then the node is not harmed, but if pk = 0, then it gets �cgm as the

cost of the incorrect malicious PLT identification. Thus, we define u3,g = u6,g = �(1�pk)cgm,

where the node does not impact the group decision while it is a↵ected by other decisions.

We can apply a similar reasoning for u9,g, with the only di↵erence being that cgm is replaced

by cgb, because the PLT is benign, i.e., u9,g = �(1 � pk)cgb. On the other hand, we define

v3,g = (1 � pk)cgm, which reflects the inverse proportional relationship between pk and the

gain of the attacking malicious PLT. In the case of v6,g and v9,g, the benign PLT does not

attack; hence, there is no gain or loss, i.e., v6,g = v9,g = 0.

Total payo↵s

By designing individual payo↵s and group payo↵s for each scenario in the game, we

can use definition 2 to obtain all payo↵s. For example, u1 is the summation of u1,i (i.e.,

equation (4.3)) and u1,g (i.e., equation (4.15)). Thus, using equation (4.1) in definition 2, we

have

u1 = �cm + (2↵ � 1)w + p2kb � cv � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.22)
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We obtain the remaining payo↵s in the same fashion, as follows:

u2 = �cm + (2↵ � 1)w � (1 � pk)
2b � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.23)

u3 = �w � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.24)

u4 = �cm � �w � (1 � pk)
2b � cv � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.25)

u5 = �cm � �w + p2kb � (1 � pk)cgm, (4.26)

u6 = �(1 � pk)cgm, (4.27)

u7 = �cm � �w + p2kb � cv � (1 � pk)cgb, (4.28)

u8 = �(1 � pk)
2b � (1 � pk)cgb � cm � �w, (4.29)

u9 = �(1 � pk)cgb, (4.30)

v1 = v2 = �ca � (2↵ � 1)w + (1 � pk)cgm, (4.31)

v3 = �ca + w + (1 � pk)cgm, (4.32)

v4 = v5 = v6 = v7 = v8 = v9 = 0. (4.33)

4.4.4 Variable-Benefit Scheme

So far, we have assumed that the benefit of a correct strategy (b) is constant, irre-

spective of its impact on the outcome of the game. In principle, a variable benefit could be

designed to be commensurate with the impact of kth player’s strategy on the target node

identification. In this regard, we choose pk and µ as two important arguments that directly

a↵ect the value of a strategy in the game. We categorize these benefits into two cases. The

first is the benefit when the PLB has detected an abnormality in the PLT. This implies that

the malicious PLT has attacked the PLB, or that the abnormality simply comes from a false

alarm. We denote the benefit for a correct strategy in this case by b1. Here, group payo↵s

are the same as in Figure 4.6(a), wherein b = b1. The second case is when a monitoring

PLB has not detected any abnormalities from the PLT, i.e., whether the PLT is malicious or

benign. We denote the benefit for a correct strategy in this case by b2. Payo↵ tables for this
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case are the same as those in Figure4.6(b) and Figure 4.6(c), wherein b = b2. By making the

PLB indi↵erent, b1 and b2 can be derived.

Lemma 2. b1 and b2 for the kth stage of the game can be obtained as follows:

b1 =
cv

(2p2k � 2pk + 1)
, (4.34)

b2 =
cv

(1 � 2µ)(2p2k � 2pk + 1)
. (4.35)

Proof. A node must remain indi↵erent between voting and abstaining for all pks and µs.

That is,

Eu(voting)z = Eu(abstaining)z,

z , {attack, not attack}, (4.36)

where Eu(.) denotes expected utility function, and z is the strategy of PLT. Applying eq.

(4.36) for b1 (Figure 4.6(a)), and assuming small values of �, we obtain

pk(pkb1 � cv) + (1 � pk)(�cv � cgm)

= (1 � pk)[�(1 � pk)b1 � cgm]. (4.37)

Simplifying eq. (4.37) yields eq. (4.34). Eq. (4.35) can be obtained in the same

fashion using Figs. 4.6(b)-(c).

Assuming cv = 1, the value of b1 and b2 versus pk and µ are shown in Figure 4.8.

As can be seen in Figure 4.8(a), when pk = 0.5, the highest b1 occurs, and when pk = 0 or

pk = 1, the lowest b1 occurs, underlining the fact that the highest benefit is rewarded for a

PLB that faces the highest uncertainty of pk (similar to gambling!). On the other hand, as

shown in Figure 4.8(b), when µ (the portion of malicious nodes) grows, the value of benefits

also increases. This is not surprising because as µ increases, benign nodes should be more
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Figure 4.8: Benefits with regard to probability of successful target identification in kth

stage (pk) and portion of malicious nodes (µ) in network.

motivated for participation to reveal the identity of a target node before malicious nodes

determine the game’s result with their votes.

Here, we study the impact of b1 on group payo↵s. The study of group payo↵s with

b2 can be done in the same fashion. Figure 4.9 shows group payo↵s with b = b1, where

each subplot corresponds to a window in Figure 4.6(b). For example, the top left subplot

in Figure 4.9 refers to pkb � cv in Figure 4.6(b), where b = b1. In Figure 4.9, we assume

that cv = 1 and cgm = 4. As can be seen, payo↵s in the upper row dominate over those in

the lower row. This is because the upper payo↵s show successful target node identification,

while the lower payo↵s indicate the unsuccessful counterpart. To understand this better,

let us study the trend of graphs for a few pks. First, let pk = 0.25, which yields b1 = 1.6

from eq. (4.34). Under this assumption, if the game is to successfully identify the target

node (upper row in Figure 4.9), then PL2 collects a higher payo↵ by abstaining (0 > �0.6).

However, if the game becomes unsuccessful (lower row), then PL2 should have voted in the

game (�5 > �5.2). Next, assume that pk = 0.75. Interestingly, we obtain the same benefit

(i.e., b1 = 1.6). In this case, however, the strategy of PL2 will be the opposite. That is,

PL2 is willing to vote if it thinks the game will be successful (0.2 > 0), while it abstains

if it thinks the game will be unsuccessful (�.4.4 > �5). This example helps us summarize

the following intuitions for the case of adaptive benefit: (i) There is no pure strategy for

PL2 during the game w.r.t. a specific pk or b; and (ii) pk = 0.5 is the only point where
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Figure 4.9: Expected group payo↵s for scenario I with variable benefits.

PL2 becomes completely indi↵erent between voting and abstaining, regardless of the result

of the game (see pk = 0.5 in Figure 4.9). This is the place where our design o↵ers the highest

benefit (see Figure 4.8) in order to encourage PL2 to participate, hence, increase pk.

4.5 Equilibrium Analysis

The objective of the players is to maximize their payo↵s in the game. In this regard, we

obtain possible equilibrium points using a Bayesian game to better understand the behavior

of the players. In particular, we obtain the best strategies of benign players to identify

a malicious node, while we find the maximum level of aggressiveness for malicious nodes

without being identified. In this respect, we use the interactions between a PLB and a

PLT, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. Let us quickly summarize the possible strategies of the

players. A non-monitoring PLB has one pure strategy: abstaining. A monitoring PLB has

two strategies: voting or abstaining. A benign PLT has one pure strategy: to not attack.

Finally, a malicious PLT could choose two strategies: to attack or not to attack. Depending

on game parameters, a pure-strategy BNE may or may not exist. This is addressed in the

following theorem.
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Theorem 6. Given µ and Pm, if cgm � ca + (2↵� 1)w+ �cgm, and b > 2 cv, then the game

has one pure-strategy BNE. A malicious node attacks and a monitoring benign node votes in

the game.

Proof. We first derive combined payo↵s for two types of PLT (malicious and benign) and the

PLB. Then, using strictly dominated strategies, we prove the theorem w.r.t. the conditions.

Figure 4.10 shows the combination of payo↵s. The first and the second element of

each column (e.g., {A,NA}) indicate the strategy of a malicious PLT and a benign PLT. For

instance, {A,NA} represents the attacking (A) and the non-attacking (NA) strategies from

PLT. In addition, �is and ⌫is denote expected payo↵s for the PLT and the PLB, respectively.

For instance, ⌫1 is obtained as follows:

⌫1 = µPmu1 + (1 � µ)Pmu7, (4.38)

where u1 and u7 are obtained in eqs. (4.22) and (4.28), respectively. Based on the values of

�is, if cgm � ca + (2↵ � 1)w + �cgm, then the left column in Figure 4.10 ({A,NA}) strictly

dominates the right column ({NA,NA}). On the other hand, we need to show that ⌫1 > ⌫3

to obtain pure-strategy BNE. Substituting the equations of ⌫1 and ⌫3 yields

(1 � Pm)µw + (1 � Pm)(1 � µ)(1 � pk)cgb + (1 � Pm)⇥

µ(1 � pk)cgm + Pm[(2p
2
k � 2pk + 1) b � cv] > 0 (4.39)

As can be seen, the first three items in eq. (4.39) are equal to or greater than zero. Hence,

it su�ces to say that the last term is positive. This happens only if b > cv
(2p2k�2pk+1)

. This

inequality, however, must hold for all pks, which means that the right-hand side of the

inequality must be maximized. This yields pk = 0.5, which implies b > 2 cv.

Remark 1: When the damage caused by incorrect malicious node identification (cgm)

is higher than the summation of PLT’s cost of attack (ca), PLT’s individual loss against a
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<latexit sha1_base64="IhcjWV5OXkGuFRk2oX8zg9kZqCk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJiqDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuk2G67TcO8va62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMekpIT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhcjWV5OXkGuFRk2oX8zg9kZqCk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJiqDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuk2G67TcO8va62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMekpIT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhcjWV5OXkGuFRk2oX8zg9kZqCk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJiqDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuk2G67TcO8va62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMekpIT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhcjWV5OXkGuFRk2oX8zg9kZqCk=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJiqDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuk2G67TcO8va62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMekpIT</latexit>

�3, �3
<latexit sha1_base64="AnHyRmjMCRCu8lHNBNDiuPhZT9k=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBQymJFfRY9OKxgv2AJoTNdtMu3WzC7kaoob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1POlHacb2ttfWNza7u0U97d2z+o2IdHHZVkktA2SXgieyFWlDNB25ppTnuppDgOOe2G49uZ332kUrFEPOhJSv0YDwWLGMHaSIFd8UQWNGpeDXnpiAWNwK46dWcOtErcglShQCuwv7xBQrKYCk04VqrvOqn2cyw1I5xOy16maIrJGA9p31CBY6r8fH74FJ0ZZYCiRJoSGs3V3xM5jpWaxKHpjLEeqWVvJv7n9TMdXfs5E2mmqSCLRVHGkU7QLAU0YJISzSeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNV2YTgLr+8SjoXddepu/eX1eZNEUcJTuAUzsGFK2jCHbSgDQQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtK5Zxcwx/IH1+QMhpJIV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AnHyRmjMCRCu8lHNBNDiuPhZT9k=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBQymJFfRY9OKxgv2AJoTNdtMu3WzC7kaoob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1POlHacb2ttfWNza7u0U97d2z+o2IdHHZVkktA2SXgieyFWlDNB25ppTnuppDgOOe2G49uZ332kUrFEPOhJSv0YDwWLGMHaSIFd8UQWNGpeDXnpiAWNwK46dWcOtErcglShQCuwv7xBQrKYCk04VqrvOqn2cyw1I5xOy16maIrJGA9p31CBY6r8fH74FJ0ZZYCiRJoSGs3V3xM5jpWaxKHpjLEeqWVvJv7n9TMdXfs5E2mmqSCLRVHGkU7QLAU0YJISzSeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNV2YTgLr+8SjoXddepu/eX1eZNEUcJTuAUzsGFK2jCHbSgDQQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtK5Zxcwx/IH1+QMhpJIV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AnHyRmjMCRCu8lHNBNDiuPhZT9k=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBQymJFfRY9OKxgv2AJoTNdtMu3WzC7kaoob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1POlHacb2ttfWNza7u0U97d2z+o2IdHHZVkktA2SXgieyFWlDNB25ppTnuppDgOOe2G49uZ332kUrFEPOhJSv0YDwWLGMHaSIFd8UQWNGpeDXnpiAWNwK46dWcOtErcglShQCuwv7xBQrKYCk04VqrvOqn2cyw1I5xOy16maIrJGA9p31CBY6r8fH74FJ0ZZYCiRJoSGs3V3xM5jpWaxKHpjLEeqWVvJv7n9TMdXfs5E2mmqSCLRVHGkU7QLAU0YJISzSeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNV2YTgLr+8SjoXddepu/eX1eZNEUcJTuAUzsGFK2jCHbSgDQQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtK5Zxcwx/IH1+QMhpJIV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AnHyRmjMCRCu8lHNBNDiuPhZT9k=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBQymJFfRY9OKxgv2AJoTNdtMu3WzC7kaoob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1POlHacb2ttfWNza7u0U97d2z+o2IdHHZVkktA2SXgieyFWlDNB25ppTnuppDgOOe2G49uZ332kUrFEPOhJSv0YDwWLGMHaSIFd8UQWNGpeDXnpiAWNwK46dWcOtErcglShQCuwv7xBQrKYCk04VqrvOqn2cyw1I5xOy16maIrJGA9p31CBY6r8fH74FJ0ZZYCiRJoSGs3V3xM5jpWaxKHpjLEeqWVvJv7n9TMdXfs5E2mmqSCLRVHGkU7QLAU0YJISzSeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNV2YTgLr+8SjoXddepu/eX1eZNEUcJTuAUzsGFK2jCHbSgDQQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtK5Zxcwx/IH1+QMhpJIV</latexit>

�4, �4
<latexit sha1_base64="T74s5HEuUSnvJtE7iDtYUTN0aAM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJpKDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuleNlyn4d43a62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMktpIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T74s5HEuUSnvJtE7iDtYUTN0aAM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJpKDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuleNlyn4d43a62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMktpIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T74s5HEuUSnvJtE7iDtYUTN0aAM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJpKDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuleNlyn4d43a62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMktpIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T74s5HEuUSnvJtE7iDtYUTN0aAM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIHkpJpKDHohePFewHNCFstpt26WYTdjdCDf0lXjwo4tWf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphyprTjfFuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+Cwah8dd1WSSUI7JOGJ7IdYUc4E7WimOe2nkuI45LQXTm7nfu+RSsUS8aCnKfVjPBIsYgRrIwV21RNZ0Kx7deSlYxY0A7vmNJwF0DpxC1KDAu3A/vKGCcliKjThWKmB66Taz7HUjHA6q3iZoikmEzyiA0MFjqny88XhM3RulCGKEmlKaLRQf0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rFa9ufifN8h0dO3nTKSZpoIsF0UZRzpB8xTQkElKNJ8agolk5lZExlhiok1WFROCu/ryOuleNlyn4d43a62bIo4ynMIZXIALV9CCO2hDBwhk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/WxbC1ZxcwJ/IH1+QMktpIX</latexit>

A, NA
<latexit sha1_base64="8E2baxfPBxhzqauxfrzQy8YBKYM=">AAACGnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGA4sQriTgBYWBhsLkQgmCrlw7G0mZnFv79idE8OR32HjX7GxUMRObPw3bmIKvx4MPN6bYWZenElh0Pc/nKnpmdm5+YVFd2l5ZXWttL7RMmmuOTR5KlN9GTMDUihookAJl5kGlsQSLuLro5F/cQPaiFSd4yCDTsKulOgJztBKUSnwQpVHtUpYoWHWF1HN9Rongeu1UgTXq8cGmVBuiHCLRb1CT+vDqFT2q/4Y9C8JJqRMJmhEpbewm/I8AYVcMmPagZ9hp2AaBZcwdMPcQMb4NbuCtqWKJWA6xfi1IfWs0qW9VNtSSMfq94mCJcYMkth2Jgz75rc3Ev/z2jn29juFUFmOoPjXol4uKaZ0lBPtCg0c5cASxrWwt1LeZ5pxtGm6NoTg98t/SWu3GvjV4KxWPjyYxLFAtsg22SEB2SOH5Jg0SJNwckceyBN5du6dR+fFef1qnXImM5vkB5z3T6NAnYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8E2baxfPBxhzqauxfrzQy8YBKYM=">AAACGnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGA4sQriTgBYWBhsLkQgmCrlw7G0mZnFv79idE8OR32HjX7GxUMRObPw3bmIKvx4MPN6bYWZenElh0Pc/nKnpmdm5+YVFd2l5ZXWttL7RMmmuOTR5KlN9GTMDUihookAJl5kGlsQSLuLro5F/cQPaiFSd4yCDTsKulOgJztBKUSnwQpVHtUpYoWHWF1HN9Rongeu1UgTXq8cGmVBuiHCLRb1CT+vDqFT2q/4Y9C8JJqRMJmhEpbewm/I8AYVcMmPagZ9hp2AaBZcwdMPcQMb4NbuCtqWKJWA6xfi1IfWs0qW9VNtSSMfq94mCJcYMkth2Jgz75rc3Ev/z2jn29juFUFmOoPjXol4uKaZ0lBPtCg0c5cASxrWwt1LeZ5pxtGm6NoTg98t/SWu3GvjV4KxWPjyYxLFAtsg22SEB2SOH5Jg0SJNwckceyBN5du6dR+fFef1qnXImM5vkB5z3T6NAnYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8E2baxfPBxhzqauxfrzQy8YBKYM=">AAACGnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGA4sQriTgBYWBhsLkQgmCrlw7G0mZnFv79idE8OR32HjX7GxUMRObPw3bmIKvx4MPN6bYWZenElh0Pc/nKnpmdm5+YVFd2l5ZXWttL7RMmmuOTR5KlN9GTMDUihookAJl5kGlsQSLuLro5F/cQPaiFSd4yCDTsKulOgJztBKUSnwQpVHtUpYoWHWF1HN9Rongeu1UgTXq8cGmVBuiHCLRb1CT+vDqFT2q/4Y9C8JJqRMJmhEpbewm/I8AYVcMmPagZ9hp2AaBZcwdMPcQMb4NbuCtqWKJWA6xfi1IfWs0qW9VNtSSMfq94mCJcYMkth2Jgz75rc3Ev/z2jn29juFUFmOoPjXol4uKaZ0lBPtCg0c5cASxrWwt1LeZ5pxtGm6NoTg98t/SWu3GvjV4KxWPjyYxLFAtsg22SEB2SOH5Jg0SJNwckceyBN5du6dR+fFef1qnXImM5vkB5z3T6NAnYM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8E2baxfPBxhzqauxfrzQy8YBKYM=">AAACGnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGA4sQriTgBYWBhsLkQgmCrlw7G0mZnFv79idE8OR32HjX7GxUMRObPw3bmIKvx4MPN6bYWZenElh0Pc/nKnpmdm5+YVFd2l5ZXWttL7RMmmuOTR5KlN9GTMDUihookAJl5kGlsQSLuLro5F/cQPaiFSd4yCDTsKulOgJztBKUSnwQpVHtUpYoWHWF1HN9Rongeu1UgTXq8cGmVBuiHCLRb1CT+vDqFT2q/4Y9C8JJqRMJmhEpbewm/I8AYVcMmPagZ9hp2AaBZcwdMPcQMb4NbuCtqWKJWA6xfi1IfWs0qW9VNtSSMfq94mCJcYMkth2Jgz75rc3Ev/z2jn29juFUFmOoPjXol4uKaZ0lBPtCg0c5cASxrWwt1LeZ5pxtGm6NoTg98t/SWu3GvjV4KxWPjyYxLFAtsg22SEB2SOH5Jg0SJNwckceyBN5du6dR+fFef1qnXImM5vkB5z3T6NAnYM=</latexit>

NA, NA
<latexit sha1_base64="vInnC0tIuZZNeOPP41BfqOEXB6c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vInnC0tIuZZNeOPP41BfqOEXB6c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vInnC0tIuZZNeOPP41BfqOEXB6c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vInnC0tIuZZNeOPP41BfqOEXB6c=">AAACG3icbVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGA4sQriTgBYWBhsLkQgmCrlw7G0mZnFv79idE8OR/2HjX7GxUMRKsPDfuIkp/How8Hhvhpl5cSaFQd//cKamZ2bn5hcW3aXlldW10vpGy6S55tDkqUz1ZcwMSKGgiQIlXGYaWBJLuIivj0b+xQ1oI1J1joMMOgm7UqInOEMrRaVdL1R5VKuEFRpmfRHVXK9xErheK0VwvXpskAnlhgi3WJzWK/S0PoxKZb/qj0H/kmBCymSCRlR6C7spzxNQyCUzph34GXYKplFwCUM3zA1kjF+zK2hbqlgCplOMfxtSzypd2ku1LYV0rH6fKFhizCCJbWfCsG9+eyPxP6+dY2+/UwiV5QiKfy3q5ZJiSkdB0a7QwFEOLGFcC3sr5X2mGUcbp2tDCH6//Je0dquBXw3OauXDg0kcC2SLbJMdEpA9ckiOSYM0CSd35IE8kWfn3nl0XpzXr9YpZzKzSX7Aef8EThmd2w==</latexit>

Vote
<latexit sha1_base64="Zp+2DneadbCe+Deuc6/LNd7pxJU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zp+2DneadbCe+Deuc6/LNd7pxJU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zp+2DneadbCe+Deuc6/LNd7pxJU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zp+2DneadbCe+Deuc6/LNd7pxJU=">AAACKXicbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYCm4KGVGCrpw0eLGhUgFWwudMmTStA1mMkNyRyxDf8eNv+JGQVG3/ojpQ9DWA4HDOedyc0+YCK7BdT+shcWl5ZXV3Jq9vrG5te3s7DZ0nCrK6jQWsWqGRDPBJasDB8GaiWIkCgW7CW/PRv7NHVOax/IaBglrR6QneZdTAkYKnErBl2lQLvpF7Cd9HpTtgg/sHrLahTe0J7QRAxvahWqogXD5E7isFvFldRg4ebfkjoHniTcleTRFLXBe/E5M04hJoIJo3fLcBNoZUcCpMHv8VLOE0FvSYy1DJYmYbmfjS4e4YJQO7sbKPAl4rP6eyEik9SAKTTIi0Nez3kj8z2ul0D1pZ1wmKTBJJ4u6qcAQ41FtuMMVoyAGhhCquPkrpn2iCAVTrm1K8GZPnieNo5Lnlryrcr5yOq0jh/bRATpEHjpGFXSOaqiOKHpAT+gVvVmP1rP1bn1OogvWdGYP/YH19Q3vsqSZ</latexit>

Abstain
<latexit sha1_base64="f+5LMLwhUzk3Ku1+DUvqq7ZIKwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+5LMLwhUzk3Ku1+DUvqq7ZIKwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+5LMLwhUzk3Ku1+DUvqq7ZIKwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+5LMLwhUzk3Ku1+DUvqq7ZIKwU=">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</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit>

}
<latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pESwuD0ogse9HP5X1WR5LU25qrw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd9/J+tebX/TnIKgkKUoMCzX71qzdQLEtQWiaoMd3AT22YU205Ezit9DKDKWVjOsSuo5ImaMJ8fumUnDllQGKlXUlL5urviZwmxkySyHUm1I7MsjcT//O6mY2vw5zLNLMo2WJRnAliFZm9TQZcI7Ni4ghlmrtbCRtRTZl14VRcCMHyy6ukfVEP/Hpwd1lrNIo4ynACp3AOAVxBA26hCS1gEMMzvMKbN/ZevHfvY9Fa8oqZY/gD7/MHmuqNYw==</latexit>

}
<latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UldjO/EthxgvqNn/7D9qn4uy2D4=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXLJkb/fY3RPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelApurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirTDFtMCaU7ETUouMSW5VZgJ9VIk0jgYzS+mfmPT6gNV/LBTlIMEzqUPOaMWifd96b9as2v+3OQVRIUpAYFmv3qV2+gWJagtExQY7qBn9owp9pyJnBa6WUGU8rGdIhdRyVN0IT5/NIpOXPKgMRKu5KWzNXfEzlNjJkkketMqB2ZZW8m/ud1MxtfhzmXaWZRssWiOBPEKjJ7mwy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrwqm4EILll1dJ+6Ie+PXg7rLWaBRxlOEETuEcAriCBtxCE1rAIIZneIU3b+y9eO/ex6K15BUzx/AH3ucPnfKNZQ==</latexit>
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Figure 4.10: Expected payo↵s for combined types of PLT and the PLB.

monitoring PLB, i.e., (2↵ � 1)w, (see eq. (4.4)), and the impact of PLB’s vote in the game

(�cgm), then a malicious node attacks a benign node. When the benefit of voting for a

monitoring PLB is more than twice of its cost, then the benign node chooses to vote.

The pure-strategy BNE, as seen above, holds only under certain conditions on the

parameters. Our game is a finite strategic-form game. Hence, a mixed-strategy BNE can

be applied to gain a broader perspective for the game analysis. In this regard, to determine

each player’s indi↵erence strategy, we define q as the probability of attack for a malicious

PLT, and s as the probability of voting for a monitoring PLB.

Theorem 7. Given µ and Pm, the game defined in section III has a mixed-strategy BNE,

which is as follows:

• Malicious node attacks with a probability of q⇤, which is

q⇤ =
q1 + q2 + ...+ qn

n
, (4.40)

where qk, k = 1, ..., n, is the probability of attack for the kth node in the game

qk =
Ak

Bk
, (4.41)

Ak = µ
�
1 + Pm

��
2p2k � 2pk + 1

�
b+

�
1 � Pm

�

⇥
�
cm + �w

�
+ cv � p2kb � Pm

�
1 � pk

�2
b,

Bk = µ
�
1 + Pm

��
2p2k � 2pk + 1

�
b
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+ µ
�
1 � Pm

�
(2↵ + �)w.

• Monitoring benign node votes with probability of s⇤, which is equal to

s⇤ =
ca + (2↵Pm � 1)w � cgm

(1 � Pm)[�ca + (1 � 2↵)w + cgm] � �cgm
. (4.42)

Proof. To obtain q⇤, we first equalize the expected utilities for voting and abstaining to

obtain qk. Then, we take an average over all possible values of the pks to get eq. (4.40). In

this way

Eu
⇥
voting

⇤
= Eu

⇥
abstaining

⇤
(4.43)

where,

Eu
⇥
voting

⇤
= µqu1 + µ

�
1 � q

�
u4 +

�
1 � µ

�
u7, (4.44)

Eu
⇥
abstaining

⇤
= µ q Pmu2 + µ q

�
1 � Pm

�
u3 + µ

�
1�

q
�
Pmu5 + µ

�
1 � q

��
1 � Pm

�
u6 +

�
1�

µ
�
Pmu8 +

�
1 � µ

��
1 � Pm

�
u9. (4.45)

Substituting eqs. (4.22), (4.25), and (4.28) into eq. (4.44), and eqs. (4.23), (4.24), (4.26),

(4.27), (4.29), and (4.30) into eq. (4.45), and then substituting eqs. (4.44) and (4.45) in

eq. (4.43) yields eq. (4.41). Since the malicious PLT might attack the neighboring nodes

regardless of their stage in the game, we take an average over all values of qks, which yields

eq. (4.40).
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To calculate s⇤, we can equalize the expected utilities of attack and not attack from

the PLT, hence obtaining

µ s v1 + Pm µ (1 � s) v2 + (1 � Pm)µ v3 = 0. (4.46)

Plugging eqs. (4.31) and (4.32) back into eq. (4.46) yields eq. (4.42).

Note that the mixed-strategy provides general equilibrium points w.r.t. di↵erent

parameters. In a special case, if all nodes monitor their neighbors, i.e., Pm = 1, then an

upper bound for the benefit and a lower bound for the detection rate can be derived using

eqs. (4.41) and (4.42), respectively.

Corollary 1. In Theorem 2, if Pm = 1, then

b <
cv

(1 � 2µ)(2p2k � 2pk + 1)
, (4.47)

↵ >
w � ca + cgm(1 � �)

2w
. (4.48)

From eq. (4.47), it can be seen that as µ ! 1
2 , the upper bound increases. This allows

network designers to select higher values of benefit in environments where the probability of

a malicious PLT is higher. On the other hand, eq. (4.48) implies that a monitoring system

must have a minimum true positive rate in order to make a malicious node indi↵erent in the

game.

Corollary 2. In Theorem 2, if Pm = 1, and benefits are designed using b1 and b2 in Eqs.

(4.34) and (4.35), then the probability of attack by a malicious node will be zero, i.e., q⇤ = 0.

While the result of this corollary is the most desirable outcome for every game de-

signer, we should note that achieving it might require a strong assumption (Pm = 1) and
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a complex system for a beneficial design, because it requires all monitoring nodes in an

ephemeral network that adapt their benefits in each stage according to pk.

In the next section, we evaluate the performance of the game in order to obtain a

better picture of the above analysis.

4.6 Numerical Results

To evaluate our analysis, we assume that 40 nodes can run the game in an area that

is 625 m ⇥ 625 m (normal density ⇡ 100nodes
km2 in [115]). Since the analysis is probabilistic,

we run 100 iterations for each simulation. Then, we take an average of the results with 95%

confidence interval. The default game parameters are as follows:

• Monitoring system parameters: ↵ = 0.95, � = 0.05,

• Probabilities: Pm = 0.75, µ = 0.2, and q = 0.4,

• Costs and benefits: cgb = cgm = 4, w = 4, b = 3, cm = ca = cv = 1.

If we change these parameters to better explain a scenario, then we will explicitly

mention it. Nevertheless, we describe the theoretical results in three subsections. Initially,

we study the impact of incentives (in particular, b) on correct, wrong, and undecided target

node identification. Then, we focus on the behavior of malicious nodes w.r.t. their portion

and aggressiveness in the network. This section also includes a comparison among di↵erent

nths. Finally, we compare our work with scenarios where the uncertainties discussed in this

chapter have not been considered, e.g., [103, 13, 100]. In all these cases, we evaluate and

compare the percentage of target node identification for di↵erent sets of given parameters

that lead to di↵erent equilibria for the game.

4.6.1 Impact of incentives

Figure 4.11 illustrates the percentage of target node identification versus b. Here,

it is assumed that q = 0.7. As shown, this figure can be categorized into four di↵erent
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Figure 4.11: Game outcomes versus benefit variations.

regions. In region I, the percentage of undecided target identification outweighs correct and

wrong identifications for a simple reason: the benefit is not large enough to persuade nodes

to participate in the game. Region II, however, illustrates a drastic reduction of undecided

identification. This indicates that voting payo↵s become larger in comparison to abstaining

payo↵s. In addition, correct identification dominates over wrong identification, which is

the result of the following: (i) benign nodes with high monitoring and detection rates (i.e.,

Pm = 0.75 and ↵ = 0.95), and (ii) malicious nodes with a high level of aggressiveness (i.e.,

q = 0.7). Region III shows a slight increase in correct identification and a decrease in

undecided identification because of lower payo↵s for abstaining from the game. The increase

of wrong identification over undecided identification is remarkable in region IV. Wrong votes

in this region mainly come from highly encouraged benign nodes that have not been attacked

by a malicious target node. In other words, since voting payo↵s are significantly larger than

abstaining payo↵s (i.e., u4 > u5 and u7 > u8), a benign node votes in favor of a non-attacking

target node. This observation reveals that persuading every node to vote by applying the

leverage of benefit does not necessarily lead to a better outcome. Taking all regions into

consideration, region III indicates the best option for the benefit design.
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Figure 4.12: Impact of portion of malicious nodes (µ) and probability of attack (q) on
identification results.
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Figure 4.13: Impact of required votes, nth, on target identification.

4.6.2 Impact of malicious nodes and nth

Figure 4.12 shows the percentage of target identification w.r.t. the portion of mali-

cious nodes and their probability of attack (q) in the network. As shown, when q increases,

correct identification generally increases, which confirms that aggressive attackers can be

more easily identified. However, wrong identification is reduced after a certain value of q;

for example, q = 0.1 for µ = 0.1. When the number of malicious nodes increases in the

network, this decreasing trend starts at higher values of q; for instance, q = 0.4 for µ = 0.2.

This reveals that malicious nodes become more aggressive when their number increases in

the network.
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Figure 4.14: Impact of game uncertainties relative: (a) detection rate, and (b) correct
identification rate.

Figure 4.13 depicts identification results w.r.t. the variation of nth and µ. As nth

grows larger, a turning point occurs, whereby undecided identification prevails over correct

and wrong identifications. The reason is that a higher number of nodes must participate to

make an outcome of identification. For example, consider plots for µ = 0.2, where nth = 23

is the turning point. This number comes from the fact that out of 40 neighboring nodes, on

average, 8 of them are malicious nodes (40⇥0.2). Also, from the remaining 32 benign nodes,

those that are in the monitoring state, i.e., 24 (32 ⇥ 0.75), might vote depending on their

payo↵s. If nth = 23, then almost all such nodes must participate to avoid undecided target

identification. A designer can adjust the nth w.r.t. a range of µs to obtain an acceptable

correct identification rate.

4.6.3 Comparison

In this section, we compare our work with the scenarios where some of the explained

uncertainties have not been considered (e.g.[103, 13, 100]). It is worth mentioning that the

comparison is limited to highlighting uncertainties in those scenarios. This is because the

nature of their games and objectives are slightly di↵erent. However, this comparison provides

us with insight into the e↵ect of incomplete information at nodes on the outcome of a local

voting game.
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Figure 4.14(a) shows the impact of the true positive detection rate (↵) on the correct

target identification. As can be seen, it is essential for nodes to have high values of ↵ in

order to gain high correct target identification. The values of ↵ become more important

when fewer benign nodes monitor their neighbors (i.e., smaller Pm). Figure 4.14(b) indicates

a comparison between a design with and without uncertainties in the local voting game.

In particular, we assume that a design without uncertainty has the following parameters:

↵ = 1, � = 0, and q = 1. As shown, the di↵erence between graphs is the growth of µ. This is

because a player without uncertainty considers a non-attacking malicious node as a benign

node and votes for it. On the other hand, the proposed design prevents benign nodes from

voting when they are unsure about the strategy of malicious nodes. In both scenarios, when

µ goes beyond a threshold, here 0.3, correct target identification is significantly reduced. This

comes from higher payo↵s for abstaining in comparison to voting. Interpreted di↵erently,

benign nodes are unwilling to cooperate in a game in which a high portion of participants

are malicious.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have provided a game-theoretic approach to identify malicious

nodes in ephemeral networks, where central stations are not available. In particular, we

have studied the strategies of nodes in a local voting-based game using a Bayesian game, in

which nodes have incomplete information about the accuracy of their monitoring systems,

the type of neighbors (benign or malicious), and the outcome of the game. By o↵ering

incentives in expected utilities, we have provided encouragements for game participation

with the aim of improving correct node identification. We have derived possible Bayesian

Nash equilibrium (BNE) points and mixed-strategy BNE points to study the best strategies

of players in the game. Simulation results have shown the impact of di↵erent parameters,

such as participation benefits and detection rate, on the identification of malicious nodes.
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CHAPTER 5

FUTURE WORK: APPLICATION OF LEARNING METHODS FOR

SECURITY ANALYSIS OF CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Recent developments and a large amount of data are motivating many researchers to

employ learning models as a powerful toolbox to improve the performance of cyber-physical

systems. However, it is crucial to select a suitable learning method based on the specific

needs of an application. This dissertation continues by introducing the application of deep

reinforcement learning to CPSs. In this respect, a brief framework is provided as future work

in which smartphones and the Internet of Things (IoT) devices such as sensors, cameras, and

wearable devices can employ learning methods to improve their security and performance

in a CPS. In particular, o✏oading tasks from mobile devices to Mobile Edge Computing

(MEC) servers in the presence of malicious nodes is the main focus. Mobile devices as the

lower layer of a network usually face limited power, memory, and computational resources,

while MEC servers are the higher level of the network and have su�cient resources to store

data and accomplish tasks. Hence, there is an opportunity for mobile devices to o✏oad

their tasks onto a MEC server. However, the existence of malicious nodes in the network

can compromise the solution. Therefore, it is essential for mobile devices to have defense

strategies against malicious nodes to improve their security and performance.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 provides an overview of deep

reinforcement learning and the deep Q-learning algorithm. Section 5.2. briefly describes a

secure and e�cient model for o✏oading the tasks of mobile devices to access points. In this

section, an optimization problem is set between mobile IoT devices and a MEC, where the

goal of the objective function is to minimize energy and the processing delay of nodes in the

network.
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5.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning

First, the Markov decision process (MDP) is described in order to explain reinforce-

ment learning. Then, using Q-learning, a typical algorithm of deep reinforcement learning

that can be extended for an application is introduced.

5.1.1 Markov Decision Process

The MDP provides a mathematical framework for modeling decision making in situ-

ations where outcomes are partly random and partly under the control of a decision maker

(an agent) [116]. The relation between an agent and the environment is shown in Figure 5.1.

The Markov random process is usually described by a 4-tuple (S,A,R, Pa), where S denotes

a set of finite states, A denotes a set of finite actions, R represents a set of rewards, and Pa

shows the probability of transition from one state to another state caused by action a 2 A.

A policy, ⇡(s), maps states to actions for an agent, i.e., ⇡ : S ! A. The goal of an MDP is

to find a policy that determines the best action for an agent when it is in state s. To find an

optimal policy, ⇡⇤(s), the value of each state under the policy ⇡ should be obtained. This is

called the state-value function and is denoted by V ⇡(s), which indicates how good any given

state is for an agent with a policy ⇡. V ⇡(s) can be written as

V ⇡(s) = E

 1X

k=0

�kRt+k+1 |St = s

�
, (5.1)

where � is a discount factor, and t refers to a time step that an action is taken. The expected

value (sum) represents the discounted sum of rewards over (potentially) infinite horizon given

state s. The optimal policy can be derived as follows:

⇡⇤(s) = argmax
a2A

X

s02S

Pa(s, s
0
) V ⇡(s) (5.2)

This formula returns an optimal value that can come from di↵erent actions. In addition,

it is important to know the transition probability between two states, P . An action-value
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Figure 5.1: Relation between agent and environment in MDP.

function, which is also called a Q-function, can be defined to determine a set of optimal

actions. Quite similar to V ⇡(s), the Q function is defined as

Q⇡(s, a) = E

 1X

k=0

�kRt+k+1 |St = s, At = a

�
. (5.3)

Using the action-value function, the optimal policy can be found without knowing P . Q-

learning is a method that can be used to accomplish this task.

5.1.2 Q-Learning

Q-learning is a model-free (as opposed to model-based) reinforcement learning al-

gorithm that learns an optimal policy without using the transition probability distribution

associated with the Markov decision process. The optimal Q-function function is

Q⇤(s, a) = argmax
⇡

Q⇡(s, a). (5.4)

Q⇤ provides the maximum expected return achievable by all policies for each action-state

pair. To obtain Q⇤, the well-known Bellman equation can be used, and written as

Q⇤(s, a) = E


Rt+1 + �max

a0
Q⇤(s0, a0)

�
(5.5)
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The Q-learning algorithm iteratively updates the value of Q using equation (5.5) to find the

optimal action-state value, i.e., Q⇤. Once it is obtained, then the optimal policy, i.e., ⇡⇤(s),

can be derived from the right side of equation (5.4). The way that the Q value is updated

is crucial to find Q⇤; hence, the exploration and exploitation of actions in the environment

will be explained in section 5.1.3.

5.1.3 Exploration vs. Exploitation

Exploration is nothing more than the act of exploring the environment to obtain in-

formation about it. Exploitation, however, is the act of exploiting the knowledge that an

agent has already received from the environment with the aim of maximizing the return. To

strike a balance between exploration and exploitation, the ✏-greedy algorithm could be used

to help an agent decide whether to explore or to exploit the environment. The exploration

rate is defined with the ✏ parameter in an algorithm. This ✏ parameter represents a probabil-

ity that the agent explores the environment. As the agent starts exploring the environment,

the value of ✏ decays accordingly.

5.1.4 Loss Function and Learning Rate

Loss function shows the di↵erence between an optimal action-state value, i.e. Q⇤, and

the value of Q. In other words,

L = Q⇤(s, a) � Q(s, a). (5.6)

In order to update Q to reach Q⇤, the learning rate, ↵, which is a value between 0 and

1 could be used. This parameter actually shows how quickly the agent moves from old Q

values to new values. For instance, if ↵ = 1, then Qupdated = Qnew. Taking the learning rate

into consideration, Qnew can be calculated as

Qnew(s, a) =
�
1 � ↵

�
Q(s, a) + ↵

�
Rt+1 + �max

a0
Q⇤(s0, a0)

�
. (5.7)
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Figure 5.2: Neural networks: (a) policy, and (b) target.

5.1.5 Deep Q-Learning Algorithm

Deep Q-learning employs deep neural networks (NNs) to estimate Q values for each

action-state pair in a given environment. The goal is to use DNNs in order to approximate

optimal Qs, hence the optimal policy, by minimizing the loss function. The weights of

the network iteratively get updated using gradient descent back propagation until the loss

function reaches its minimum value. The policy neural network is shown in Figure 5.2(a).

Replay Memory

At time step t, the agent’s experience is defined as a tuple, e.g., et = (st, at, rt+1, st+1).

In replay memory, some of these experiences are stored and will be used as input data to

train the neural network. It is worth mentioning that the samples are randomly selected

to break the correlation between consecutive samples. Otherwise, the samples are highly

correlated, which leads to ine�cient learning.

Target Neural Network

The problem with having only one network, i.e., policy neural network, is that only

one network is used to obtain both Q (s, a) and Q (s0, a0). This means that the weights of the

network are updated to obtain a new Q, but Q⇤ also gets updated through the same network

that makes the optimization, similar to chasing its own tail. To solve this problem, s0 is fed

to a completely di↵erent network, as shown in Figure 5.2(b), referred to as a target neural

network. In this network the weights are frozen to the original policy network weights, and

the weights are updated periodically. Details of a deep reinforcement learning are shown in

algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Deep Reinforcement Learning

1 Initialize “replay memory” capacity
2 Initialize “policy network” and “target network” with random weights
3 for episode do
4 Initialize starting state s
5 for time step do
6 Select an action a (via exploration versus exploitation)
7 Execute a in the environment and observe reward r and the next state s

0

8 Store experience in replay memory
9 Sample random batch from random memory

10 Preprocess states for the selected batch
11 Feed the policy network with the batch
12 Feed the target network with the s

0

13 Calc. loss by Qpolicy network � Qtarget network

14 Gradient descend update weights in policy network to minimize the error
15 After a period of time the weights in the target node are updated.
16 end
17 end

5.2 Secure O✏oading Tasks from Mobile Devices to Mobile Edge Computing

Servers

5.2.1 Motivation

With emerging computation-intensive and energy-consuming applications in mobile

devices such as interactive games and augmented reality, solving the problem of battery

power and computing capacity is of paramount importance [117]. One viable solution is to

use cloud-based services whereby mobile devices can o✏oad their data and computational

tasks to MEC servers. This will help those devices realize larger data storage, save energy,

and increase the processing speed. However, security is still a bottleneck for developing

o✏oading tasks to servers, because edge devices can be compromised by many attacks. In

particular, attackers can impact the exchange of information between legitimate users and

MEC servers by conducting denial of service (DoS) attacks within a certain communication

range or by sending bogus requests to the server. These attacks may result in reducing the

energy e�ciency and increasing the processing delay in the network.
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With limited energy, communication range, and computational and memory resources,

mobile devices should be able to apply some defense protocols to be able to protect them-

selves agains di↵erent attacks. Each node can optimize its defense strategy and select key

parameters in the protocols, which are very challenging in wireless networks because the

dynamic model of the network and the model of attack are di�cult to estimate [118]. This

dilemma can be solved by reinforcement learning, wherein each agent can obtain its best

strategy by trial and error. In other words, agents use their future reward feedback from the

environment to adjust their policies for the best long-term strategy.

5.2.2 Problem Definition and Formulation

Assume that there are a number of mobile devices in a network that could be either

benign or malicious, as shown in Figure 5.3. Malicious nodes are able to send bogus requests

and conduct DoS attacks. It is reasonable to assume that malicious nodes are not known

in the network (the case of known malicious nodes in the network is trivial simply because

the MEC server does not accept the o✏oading requests of those nodes). On the other

hand, benign users and the MEC server are able to monitor the environment and, through

the measurements of receiving signals, try to adjust their strategies to achieve the best

performance. Knowing that both malicious and benign devices have power limitations and

request constraints, it is necessary to set an optimization problem in order to achieve the

least delay and energy consumption for the benign agents.

In order to set up this optimization formula, the constraints of the problem must be

considered. A crucial limitation of both benign and malicious nodes is the number of times

that each device can request for o✏oading tasks to the MEC server. Within a certain number

of time slots, as denoted by T , each device can request N number of times for o✏oading

tasks to the server. This can be represented by

↵M , {↵1,↵2, ...,↵T}, (5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Mobile devices o✏oad tasks on MEC servers in presence of malicious nodes.

�B , {�1, �2, ..., �T}, (5.9)

where ↵i = 1 and �i = 1 denote the o✏oading request in the i-th time slot for a malicious

device and a benign device, respectively. Therefore, the following constraints are for sending

requests to the MEC server:

TX

k=1

↵k  N, (5.10)

TX

k=1

�k  N. (5.11)

Energy constraint is another limitation of mobile devices because they should e�ciently use

their battery power within the period of T time slots. In the same fashion of defining request

constraints, the power limitation of mobile devices can be written as follows:

✓M , {✓1, ✓2, ..., ✓T}, and !B , {!1,!2, ...,!T}, (5.12)

TX

k=1

✓k  ⇥, and
TX

k=1

!k  ⌦, (5.13)
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where ⇥ and ⌦ represent power constraints over T time slots for the malicious and benign

devices, respectively. Also, ✓i and !i denote the power usage of the malicious device and the

benign device in the i-th time slot, respectively.

The next step is to define a cost function that includes the limitation of o✏oading

requests for devices, their battery power, and total processing time. This function can

be represented by J , and ↵M , ✓M , �B, and !B should be its main arguments because of

constraints. This cost function operates as the objective function of an optimization problem.

Two optimization problems are defined: one for benign nodes and the MEC server, and the

other for malicious nodes in the network. The goal of the first optimization problem is

to minimize the overall cost of o✏oading tasks for benign nodes in the network, while the

second problem aims to maximize this cost. The exact mathematical formula for the cost

function has not been obtained, but the optimization problems can be written as follows:

min
�B , !B

J(�B,!B)

s.t.
TX

k=1

!k  ⌦, (5.14)

TX

k=1

�k  N,

Similarly, the optimization problem for malicious nodes could be written as follows:

max
↵M , ✓M

J(↵M , ✓M)

s.t.
TX

k=1

✓k  ⇥, (5.15)

TX

k=1

↵k  N,

Problems (5.14) and (5.15) can be solved by finding optimal values of o✏oading

decision vectors ↵M and �B, and battery power vectors ✓M and !B. However, since the

vectors of ↵M and �B are binary, the feasible set and objective functional can be non-

convex [119]. Also, the size of these problems can quickly grow if the number of time slots
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increases. Therefore, the result may be a non-convex problem that is NP hard to solve,

extended from the knapsack problem [120]. Instead of solving the NP hard problems by

conventional methods, the deep reinforcement learning could be employed to provide an

acceptable approximation with less complexity.

In order to use the DRL, its three key elements, i.e., state, action, and reward must

be defined for the aforementioned problem. One definition could be as follows:

• State: The state of the system consists of the available capacity of storage and com-

putational resources at MEC, and the overall cost of the problem, J .

• Action: The action of the system consists of o✏oading tasks from mobile devices, i.e.,

↵M and �B, and the amount of power they spend for o✏oading, i.e., ✓M and !B.

• Reward: Devices receive a penalty or a reward according to their actions in di↵erent

states. The reward function should be related to the objective functions of equations

(5.14) and (5.15), which means a higher reward for actions of lower and higher costs

for benign nodes and malicious nodes, respectively.

With these terms, the DRL can be used to update the Q-learning function in equation

(5.7) to find the the best cost functions.
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